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This letter is bei ng wri tten during Holy Week, after the excitement, inspiration, and exh a ustio n o f the Global Gathering and
Mission Tour- both of w h ich w ill be covered in our July-August
issue. In the northeast, winter is reluctantly yielding to spring, and
New World Outlook is sadly bidding fa rewell to our Senior Writer and
Consu lta nt o n A fri ca, Ez eki e l Ma kunike, who is returning to
Zimbabwe (where we hope he will continue as our correspondent).
This, our annual Mission Study Issue, is in large part the work of
award-winni ng mi ssionary-photojournalist Paul Jeffrey, who has
made almost all the contributions on the Geographical Area Study of
the Caribbean. Paul's evoca ti ve photographs of the Caribbean region
and its people are to be found thro ughout the issue as well as on the
cover and the centerfold poster. Al so, in his articles-an overview of
the island region and reports on Jamaica, the Dominican Republic,
and Haiti- he has skillfully interwoven the concerns of the General
Study on Global Economics.
Note especially the sequential coverage of Haiti, with information
abou t Haitian workers in the Dominican Republic, an interview with
the superintendent of the Methodist Church in Haiti, and an article
on the pli ght of Haitian refugees in Florida-written by our UMCOR
Secretary fo r Refugee Ministries, Lilia Fernandez.
To launch the General Study on Global Economics, Carol Barton
provides a clear, comprehensive overview of the global economy,
asking "What in the World Is Going On?" and giving us some distur bing answers. Equally (or even more) di sturbing is Elizabeth
Haak's article on "The Plague of Asia: Child Prostitution"-a painful
part of the global economy that is rarely exposed to public view.
To s uppleme nt the Spiritual G ro wth Study on the Book of
Ma tt hew, Bibli cal sch o lar Lin ds e y P. Pherigo helps us in
" Unders tanding Ma tthew's Gospel" as it differs from Mark's and
Luke's. Quotations from Matthew also introduce the other articles,
putting these present-day concerns and realities in a Gospel framework.
You will fin d helpful ma ps a nd charts throughout this Mission
Study Issue. And, as in 1992, we w ill continue our mission study coverage thro ughout the yea r. We go t a great deal of positive feedback
from readers who visited o ur booth at the Global Gathering, but you
don' t have to travel fa r afield to let us know how we're doing. Write
"Letters to the Editor." In the next issue, we' ll publish some. Also,
please remember to send exa mples of yo ur local mission projects for
"Mission on the Move."
At their commissioning serv ice, miss ionaries are told : "Let this
anchor cross be a sign that yo u are sent into mission." Choose your
own sign, and wea r it humbl y and proudly . For Jesus' Great
Commission applies not just to missionaries but to us all. 0
Photo/Art Credits: All photos in this issue are by missionary photojournalis t Pau l Jeffrey w ith the
following exceptions: 14- John Goodwin • 28- Lilia Ferna ndez • 39-40- fro m The Ch ild and the
Tourist by Ron O'Grady, reproduced by permiss ion: 39, left to righ t: Crying girl, from a pai nting by
Ms. Chen Ying Yuan of Taiwan; Broken rosebud symbol of ECPAT, rep resenting the easil y broken
ch ild ; Ch ild attacked by demon, from a pain ting by Lai Pao- law, a fo urt h grader in Taichung,
Taiwan; 40, top left: Painting by Taiwanese studen t Hs u Chu Jen, accompa ni ed by Chinese text:
"Don ' t bui ld yo ur happiness on a chi ld 's pain"; lowe r righ t: Mo nster b us, draw n by a chil d,
Suchinda Asavachaicharn of Thai land • 42-44 : Phot05 from the Dorset Theatre Festival prod ucti on
of Godspell, Dorset, Vermont (1992), photographer, Wi ll iam John Au pperl ee.
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by Paul Jeffrey

Cultures of the Caribbean

African United States

British
(EnglishSpeaking)

Dutch

French

All

Anguilla

Aruba

Guadeloupe Cuba'

Puerto Rico

Virgin Islands (U.S.) Antigua &
Barbuda*
Bahamas*

Netherlands Haiti*
Antilles
Martinique

Spanish

Dominican
Republic'
Puerto Rico

Barbados*
Cayman
Islands
Dominica·
Grenada•
Jamaica*
Montserrat
St. ChristopherNevis*
St. Lucia*
St. Vincent &
the Grenadines*
Trinidad &
Tobago*
Turks &
Caicos Islands
Virgin Islands
(British)
·independent Coun1r1es

" ... It is easier for a camel to go through the eye of a
needle than for someone who is rich to enter the
kingdom of God."
(Matthew 19:24)
The Rev. Paul Jeffrey is a United Methodis t missionary assigned by the World Division of
the General Board of Global Ministries to work with the Nicaraguan Council of Evangelical
Churches. In his comprehensive coverage of the Caribbean for this special Mission Study
issue of New World Outlook, fejfrey--an award-winning photojournalist- reports that
he "spent 44 days in the region, visited 11 countries, took 22 airplane flights, slept in 20
beds, interviewed countless people, and only went swimming in the Caribbean four times."
You will find four of his articles and scores of his photographs in these pages.
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Beyond the white-sand beaches of
the Caribbean lies a culturally
diverse and politically intricate
region, home to a mix of nations,
races, languages, and religions .
There are really many Caribbeans,
incorporating the histories and
hopes of different peoples who
came on their own or were
brought by force to the chain of
islands.
One thread running through
many Caribbean narratives is the
tragic chronicle of sugar cane and
slavery, a combination that
brought wealth to a few and
incredible suffering to many.
After exploitation and disease
quickly wiped out native populations, 10 million people were torn
from their homelands in Africa
and packed into crowded ships
for the largest forced migration in
human history. When revolts at
home and objection abroad finally
brought the cry of "Massa Day
Done," a new generation of indentured servants came from Asia.
The legacy of slavery is a foundation for any contemporary discussion of Caribbean economics,
politics, or religion. Sugar also
symbolizes a pattern of dependent
capitalism that recurs to this day,
when the Caribbean' s economic
fate continues to be controlled
from outside the region. Whether
planning resorts on Jamaica's
north coast, building economic
free zones in the Dominican
Republic, growing bananas on St.
Vincent, or charting the passage of
plutonium through the region 's
waters, the important deci sions
are made in foreign capitals and
financial center s far from the
islands' sweep.
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Today tourism is the primary source offoreign exchange
for several islands. This sign was spotted near Lucea on
Jamaica 's north coast.
Sunset on Barbados. There is much
more to the region than the romantic Caribbean tourist s see.

Many cultural threads are interwoven in the Caribbean islands.

This woman wors/1iping in
Antigua is part of a worldwide
Methodist fellowship.
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Despite all the variations in
skin color and language in the
Caribbean basin, it is class that
cuts across other cultural variants
to decide who ultimately ha s
power and who doesn't. Class
even has a lot to do with how one
worships in the Caribbean. The
poor are those most likely to practice Afro-Caribbean popular religions, like santeria or pocomania.
The wealthy belong to the
Anglican Church in current and
former English colonies and the
Roman Catholic Church in French
colonies and the Dominican
Republic . U.S.-style Protestantism
is the elite's religion of choice in
Puerto Rico; Dutch Protestantism,
in the Netherlands Antilles.
Tourism: A Faustian Bargain
Since the days of sugar, no economic activity has changed the
face of the Caribbean as much as
tourism, today the primary ource
of foreign exchange for several
island s . The Caribbe n, writes
Derek Walcott, the poet from St.
Lucia who won the 1992 Nobel
Prize for Literature, has "become
a souvenir of itself."
Tourism has turned into something of a Faustian bargain for the
Caribbean. A majority of the 12
million touri st arrivals last year
entered the region on foreignowned airlines or ships and
sta yed at foreign -owned hotel s.
Of every dollar they spent, as
much as 80 cents left the region.
Now accounting for more than
a quarter of the region's economy,
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touri sm has founded White ghettos along the beaches where island
civilization is reduced to a bogus
folk culture of limbo dances and
pseudo-voodoo performances .
Reggae (REH gay) and steel pan
music, born in the desperate slums
of Kingston and Port of Spain, are
sa nitized of their biting political
content and commercialized.
Scarce farmland is converted into
championship golf courses,
increasing the reliance on foreign
food in a region that already
grows what it doesn't consume
and consumes what it doesn't
grow.
Young islanders, observing
tourist lifestyles, "no longer want
to live within their means,"
observes Conrad Mason, an official of the Caribbean Council of
Churches (CCC) . "They want to
live like tourists ."
The environmental impact of
tourism has been far from negligible . Many hotel s discharge their
waste into the very water where
their guests swim . Sewage and
vandalism endanger fragile coral
reefs . And visitors severely tax
the island infrastructures . Jn
Barbados, where tourism is the
top industry, a study revealed that
visitors use water and sewers 1.6
times more than the native population and use 27 times as much
electrica I power. To pay for the
infrastructure demanded by new
hotel s, island governments mortgage their future to international
lenders, thus deepening the economic dependency of the region.
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The Rev. William Watty, president of the
Methodist Church in the Caribbean and the
Americas, preaching in a Methodist church
in rural Guyana.

Tourism doesn't have to be a
negative factor in Caribbean
development. The Rev . William
Watty, president of the Methodist
Church in the Caribbean and the
Americas (MCCA), says the challenge is hosting tourists "without
losing our souls." Churches
throughout the region have sponsored seminars about "responsible
tourism ." Indeed, churches could
provide an excellent vehicle for
people-to-people contact where
the real issues of life in the
Caribbean could be addressed.
Many United Methodists have
gone to the Caribbean as shortterm Volunteers in Missionbuilding schools, painting chapels,
or providing medical services in
underserved communities. Such
programs can provide needed services for island congregations
while offering North Americans
exposure to the real life of
Caribbean communities.
The Rev. Bruce Swapp, superintendent of the Methodi st Church
in Jamaica, says the cultural interchanges "yield not just new buildings and furniture but also new
relationships and new understandings that stretch across borders." Swapp notes, however, that
with every work team "we lose a
bit of that capacity to do what we
ought to be doing for ourselves."

Cultural Imperialism
It is not just tourists that have
invaded the Caribbean. Television
and radio, dominated by programming from the United States,
have taken over the airwaves.
Many Caribbean children now get
television at bedtime rather than
the Anansi stories their ancestors
brought from West Africa .
According to the Rev. Livingston
Malcolm, superintendent of
Methodist work in the Leeward
Islands, "People here know more
about what's happening on The
Young and the Restless [a TV soap
opera] than they do about the next
island."
Island-based media would like
to rival foreign competition, but
the playing field isn't level.
Newsprint and ink have to be
imported, and rising costs mean
smaller papers with less news .
Broadcast equipment is similarly
expensive. Caribbean stations find
it a lot cheaper to buy CNN than
to produce their own news programming. Attempts at regionwide coverage have been limited
by economic and linguistic barriers . In Barbados, the CCC produces Caribbean Contact, the only
monthly magazine aimed at the
entire region. But it is read almost
exclusively in the English-speaking parts of the Caribbean.
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Above: This boy in the Dominican Republic
carries bananas to sell at the market.
Below: Watch ing U.S. produced television
in Jamaica . Ma ny Caribbean children now
get TV at bedtime rather titan the stories
their ancestors brought from West Africa.
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A family worships in Antigua. It was the poor-mostly Black
slaves-who carried the Methodist movement to the Caribbean
people in the eighteenth century.

Above: There is a need to "decolonialize theology"
in a region where many have seen God as "a
benign White foreigner." This painting is in the
Episcopal Cathedral of Ste. Trinite in Port-auPrince, Haiti. Below: There is a great disparity
between the lives of Caribbean workers and the
lifestyles of the tourists on whom their economies
depend. This Barbadian woman irons and folds
laundry for a tourist hotel.
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Elusive Unity
The region's leaders admit they
could better stand up to the challenges of foreign control of the
Caribbean if they could unite
around their common interests.
But artificial colonial patterns
have left a heritage of insularity
and rivalry. A colony's link to
London or Paris, for example, was
more important than cooperation
with close neighbors. Those patterns were superseded in this century by political and trade
relations with the United States,
which preferred to relate to each
nation individually. Valiant
attempts at unity-such as the
West Indies Federation that fell
apart in the late 1950s-were
blocked by squabbles between
larger and smaller islands.
This issue takes on new
urgency this year with the estab1i sh men t of the European
Economic Community (EEC)'s
single market on the east and the
North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFT A) on the west.
Sandwiched between these two
economic pacts, the Caribbean is
under new pressure to unite.
Other common problems confront the region . Countries like
Jamaica-which already exports
marijuana-are becoming transshipment points for other drugs
from South America. Money laundering has increased, fostering
corruption. And Caribbean countries walk together through the
valley of the shadow of debt yet
have done nothing in unison to
face the challenge . Caribbean
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governments have turned over
more control of their sovereignty
to the World Bank and International Monetary Fund.
"Methodist people should
become agitators to remove political leaders who stand in the way
of regional integration," says
MCCA President Watty. He
claims that the Methodist Church,
as a body that embraces all the
languages and cultures of the
Caribbean, is in a natural position
"to come out more boldly in favor
of regionalism, with other Christians if possible or alone if we must."
Decolonializing Theology
Watty and other leaders of the
MCCA are striving to fashion a
church that is truly Caribbean, not
just an outpost of British missionary work . The MCCA became
autonomous 25 years ago . But
Watty admits that, for many people, the only thing that changed
was the shift of conference headquarters from London to Antigua.
Methodism in the region has
also suffered at times from a confusion of faithfulness with social
acceptance. This tension dates
from slavery, when missionaries
had to get the master's approval
to preach to the slaves. Though in
many places today, Methodism is
a church of the poor, in some
Caribbean settings , Methodist
pews are filled with the powerful.
General Raoul Cedras, for example, the leader of the coup that
overthrew Haitian president JeanBertrand Aristide, is a member of
the Methodist Church.
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Above, left: A boat builder on the waterfront in Haiti. Right: Selling fish in Kingston, Jamaica.
Salt fish is now too expensive for many poor families.

Moving toward becoming a
more genuinely Caribbean
church, the MCCA released a new
hymn book last year, taking a
giant liturgical step into the present. The next move, according to
Watty, is to decentralize power
away from the clergy, who are
paid enormous deference, a practice inherited from British missionaries. Watty wants the laity to
have more of "a sense of ownership of the church ." Greater
autonomy is being granted to each
of the MCCA's districts. New outreach is beginning within the
region and among the Caribbean
diaspora in the United States,
France, and the Netherlands.
The current struggles of the
MCCA are not unique among
Caribbean churches. Theologian
Idris Hamid wrote two decades
ago about how Caribbean
Christians faced the task of
"decolonializing theology" in a

region where many saw God as a
"benign White foreigner." Hamid
and others called for the development of a new theology and style
of church that would be genuinely
Caribbean, not an import.
The Methodi s t Church was
begun in the Caribbean in 1760 by
a wealthy planter who was given
a book by John Wesley by mistake. Impressed by what he read,
Nathaniel Gilbert sailed to
England to meet Wesley and
returned to Antigua to preach the
Gospel. Gilbert preached inside
his mansion to his fellow Whites
and stood outside, at the top of
the back steps, to preach to the
Black slaves.
It was those who stood at the
foot of the stairs, tired from their
long hours of laboring in Gilbert's
sugar fields, who recognized in
the Gospel a source of hope for
their lives. They took the Gospel
and spread it along the chain of
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islands. Although most of the
credit in official histories goes to
White missionaries, it was the
poor-mostly Black slaves but also
several White British sailors and
soldiers-who truly carried the
Methodist movement to the people.
The Gospel's call for love and
justice reverberated among the
islands. Methodist preachers and
class leaders are counted among
the thousands of martyrs who
gave their lives throughout the
Caribbean in the fight to end slavery-what Wesley termed "that
execrable villainy" -and in the
subsequent struggle to ensure that
freed slaves were accorded economic justice. Methodists were at
the forefront on many islands in
teaching former slaves to read and
write, equipping them with survival tools in a rapidly changing
world. In the middle of today's
troubled Caribbean, Christians are
called to do no less. 0
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Jamaica:
Recovering a Historic Mission
by Paul Jeffrey
" ... If you have faith
the size of a mustard seed ... nothing
will be impossible
for you ."
(Matthew 17:20b)

Above: A cru ise ship sails through
Montego Bay, Jamaica . Below: Kingston
Harbor is the four th largest and perhaps
the most polluted harbor in the world.

It's hard to see him at first. Sitting
in the shade as dozens of trucks
maneuver and brake around him,
Winston Curtis and his friends
wait at the Kingston docks for a
chance to earn a few devalued
Jamaican dollars. They are here to
load a truck with the dozens of
crates and boxes it will carry
somewhere else on the island.
None of the crates-<:ontaining
blenders, apples, and car partswill go to central Kingston, where
Curtis lives. Among the most violent neighborhoods in the
Caribbean, central Kingston is an
eerie urban landscape of burnedout buildings. Its drainage ditches
carry human excrement and dead
dogs into Kingston Harbor, the
fourth largest-and perhaps most
polluted-harbor in the world.
Amidst record unemployment and
high inflation, armed gangsknown as posses-<:ontrol both the
streets and political life, while children faint from hunger in overcrowded school classrooms. Many
urban families survive these days
only on the money and barrels of
clothes that their relatives send
them every year. About half of all
Jamaicans live outside the country.
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Left: A bau.nle mine. Bauxite, the principle source of alu minum, was Jamaica's top dollar ea mer until 1986. Now
tourism brings in the most money. Above: A woman does
her laundry in a poor neighborhood in Kingston, Jamaica.
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The Fairest Island
Curtis' Jamaica is different from
the i land the Arawaks knew a
Xaymaca-"the land of wood and
water." The alluring green i land,
the third large t in the Caribbean,
attracted people from afar after
word got back from Chri topher
olumbus, who in 1494 de ribed
it a " the fairest island that eye
have beheld." Whether they were
pirate like Henry Morgan, who
turned Port Royal into " the
wickedest city on earth," or
English planters, who saw the
potential for growing export crops
on the island's lush plains, foreigners flocked to the island to
eek their fortune.
The
newcomers
quickly
en laved the Arawaks to work
their unprodu ctive gold mines
and fields of indigo, tobacco, and
cotton. By the time the planter
ettled on sugar a their crop of
choice, the native population had
been wiped out. It wa time to
bring in a new labor force . Slave
were imported en ma sse from
Africa. By the end of the eighteenth century, Jamaica ' population numbered so me 300,000
African laves and 20,000 White .
Sugar, Bauxite, and Tourism
E cept for a brief banana bo m at
th e turn of th e century, ugar
remained the key ton e of
Jamaica' economy until the commencement of bau ite mining in
1952. Bau ite, the principal urce
of aluminum, wa the island's
mo t important e port until 1986,
when year-round tourism became
Jamaica's top dollar earner.

This historic trio-sugar, bauxite, and tourism- have all been
largely foreign-controlled. While
some Jamaicans benefited from
their partnership with tran sna tional corporations, allowing a
steady expansion of the middle
cla s, most citizens struggled to
survive as agricultural workers or
s mall farmers . Many sought
escape through emigration,
prompting poet Louise Bennett to
boast about Jamaicans "colonizing
England in reverse." Other poor
families moved to the sweltering
hantytowns of Kingston. There,
in addition to the gunslinging
posses, the ghetto experience had
produced reggae, a uniquely
Jamaican blend of African
rhythms, and Rastafarian religion,
which poke powerfully about the
hope of a promised land in Africa.
The anguish of Jamaica's
majority led to the election in
1972- 10 years after independence from Britain- of Michael
Manley as prime minister . The
chari matic Manley incarnated his
campaign logan of "Better Must
Come" with land reform, minimum wage legislation, and literacy and jobs programs. To pay for
the reforms, his government forced
U.S. and Canadian corporations to
pay a fairer price for bauxite.
Manley's democratic sociali m
at home, along with hi s touted
solidarity with Cuba, led the U.S.
government to block international
credit for Jamaica and take other
s teps to destabilize the Manley
government. This action, combined with a dramatic shift in
Jamaica 's terms of trad e-falling
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prices for bauxite and sugar, higher costs for oil and other
imports- left Jamaica bankrupt.
In 1977, Manley signed an agreement with the International
Monetary Fund . The IMF immediately ordered dramatic cuts in
government spending on education, health ca re, and jobs pro grams .
In the years since, Jamaica's
leaders (including Manley, who
again served as prime minister
from 1989-92) have followed IMF
pre sc riptions for revitalizing
Jamaica's debt-ridden economy.
Ma ss ive layoffs have sent the
unemployment rate over 40 percent. State-owned companies have
been privatized; government subsidies on ba ic food items, suspended. "Chicken fly so high we
only see its shadow," says a
woman in Belmont. Salt fish, once
the s taple of slaves, is now too
expensive for many poor families.
Below: A Methodist physician, Dr. Janice Alexander,
sees a patient in a church-sponsored clinic at Montego
Bay. Govemment clinics in Jamaica have deteriorated
as govemme11t revenues are diverted to debt service.
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A little friendly
debt with an open .
end and it feels like
the ball and chain
game again ...
•

II

- Lillian Allen

A studen t in a rural Methodist school in Jamaica . The schools established by Methodists and other churches became the backbone of the
Jamaican educational system.

Schoo ls, clin ics, and public
trans p o rtation deteriorate as
al most 60 percent of government
revenues are diverted to debt servi ce . Poet Lillian Allen w r ite s
about the effect of the debt on the
daily struggle of many Jamaicans
merely to survive: "a little friendly debt with an o pen end/and it
feels like the ball and chain game
again /cond itions critical/freedom
has been mythical."
Unde r IMF tutelage, the gov ernment aggressively courts foreign investment and has enjoyed
con s iderable s uccess with the
touris m ind u stry. To u rism is a
natural business fo r the island,
whose lush bea uty-es pecially its
beaches and reefs- makes tourists
want to come bac k. Yet touris m
has proven just as fickle as sugar
or bauxite as an econo mic mainstay. When gang warfare during
the 1980 elec tion ca mpa ign left

12
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almost 800 Jamaicans dead, the
tourists stayed away in droves.
Even when the tourists come, as
will more than 1.5 million in 1993,
mos t of the money they spend
doesn't stay in Jamaica, since many
of the resorts are foreign-owned.
Faithful Witness

Following the emancipation of
Jamaica ' s slaves by the British
Parliament in 1838, Jamaican
Methodists took a leading role in
creating institutions that guaranteed economic and cultural freedom for the former slaves. Local
congregations set up school s,
u sing their chapel s during the
week to teach freed slaves to read
and write. Lay activi sts and missionaries helped former slaves get
jobs at fair salaries. And congregations bought farmland on which
former slaves could grow food
and build homes of their own.
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This work was part of a process
of "rehabilitating slaves who'd
been treated as nonpersons,"
states the Rev. Claude Cadogan, a
Jamaican Methodist leader. "The
preaching of the Gospel meant
that those who had been nobody
discovered they were the beloved
of God."
The schools established by
Methodists and other churches
became the backbone of the
Jamaican educational system.
Today-as the government cuts
back on education expendituresthe Methodist Church continues to
administer dozens of schools, providing basic education and skills
training to Jamaican youth. Many
of the church's 170 congregations
throughout the island sponsor
"basic schools" --child-development centers for children three to
six years of age. Congregations
also sponsor soup kitchens for
children and the aged, and many
support clinics offering low-cost
medical care. Both local churches
and the denomination sponsor
vocational training programs
where young people learn sewing
or skills necessary to find employment in the hotel industry. At a
national level, the church ministers to girls who have dropped out
of school, and it is starting a jobplacement service for women.
"We' re returning to mission as
we understood it 200 years ago,"
says the Rev. Bruce Swapp, superintendent of the Jamaican church.
" Because of the economic situation, the church has to retake the
side of the poor." Yet despite the
number and variety of social ministries the church carries out, its
leaders argue it has to do more.
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Left: Rural Jamaicans now find chicken
too expensive to buy. Below: Statue of
Sam Sharpe in Sam Sha rpe Square,
Montego Bay. Sharpe was the Baptis t
deacon who led an unsuccessfu l slave
revolt in 1832.
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- the Rev. Bruce Swapp
"We're just making a dent on the
situation of the island," admits the
Rev. Freddie Alexander, a pastor
in Montego Bay. According to Dr.
Barbara Bailey, an education professor at the University of the
West Indies and also the former
head of the Caribbean Methodist
Women's organization, what was
once a church of former slaves
"has become too comfortable. The
church is missing the boat."
Cadogan reflects that over the
years the membership of the
church has moved up the socioeconomic ladder and "forgotten
those who were still behind ." One
solution, he suggests, is to look
anew to the examples of Jamaican
Methodists who boldly confronted the institution of slavery, risking their lives to speak up for justice.
Mary Wilkinson was one of
them . A Black woman from
Manchioneal, she wanted to get
slaves into the Methodist societies, but the societies only accepted married people . Yet slaves
were usually not allowed by their
masters to get married . So
Wilkinson set about marrying
them herself. Local Whites were
outraged. When the authorities set
out to arrest her, she fled to
Kingston. There, she joined a congregation of 700 members that
had been ordered closed by the
government in 1807. Wilkinson
held secret night and early morning meeting s around the city,
preaching the Gospel. When the
congregation was allowed by the

government to reopen in 1815, she
had a list of 1100 people who had
become Methodists during her
stint as a clandestine preacher.
Another early Methodist who
paid a personal price for his faithfulness to the Gospel was Henry
Bleby. An English missionary, he
was tarred and feath.e red by a
mob of Whites angered by the
church's opposition to slavery.
When the mob failed in its
attempt to set Bleby on fire, it
demolished the chapel where he
preached.
Bleby visited Sam Sharpe in
jail- and heard his la st word sjust before Sharpe was executed
in Montego Bay on May 2, 1832.
Sharp was a Black Baptist deacon
and slave who led a slave revolt.
Though unsucce ss ful , Sharpe 's
revolt hastened the end of slavery
six years later.
Sam Sharpe's body is buri ed
under the pulpit of Montego Bay's
Burchel Baptist Church, just two
blocks from the city 's ce ntr a l
square w here he wa s exec uted.
Today, the square bears Sharpe's
name and statue. A few years ago,
the statue was mov ed fro m the
center of the square off to one side
under some trees.
Although the touri sts may
ignore him-standing with a Bible
under one arm, the other hand
raised, a finger pointing forward
in admonition-for people of faith
in Jamaica, Sam Sharpe is a powerful memory compelling faithful
witness in difficult times. 0
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CUBA
(This article is based on reports from
Paul Jeffrey, Denise Johnson Stovall,
Rinaldo Hernandez, and Philip and
Diana Wingeier-Rayo. Photographs
on page 15 are by Paul Jeffretj.
For three decades after Fidel
Castro came to power in 1959,
Cuban
Communists
were
required to profess atheism. Then,
in October 1991, the r ling
Communist Party of Cuba (PCC)
voted to admit Christians 111t, its
ranks. This action did not re.> ult in
a massive influx of Christians :J1to
the PCC, but it did free hundreds
of party members to walk in the
front door of Cuba's churches .
One new member of Santa Clara's
Methodist Church, Odalys
Gonzalez, reports that local PCC
officials "ask me a lot of ques tions"- but not in a critical way.
"They are thirsty," she explains,
"for knowledge of God."
Throughout Cuba, people are
fl ocki ng to church . Where three
years ago the Methodist Church
in Cuba served 10,000 people,
today it reaches more than three
times that number. Its leader,
Bishop Joel Ajo Fernand ez, sees
many "new possibilities to share
the redeeming Gospel of Jesus
Christ." A year ago, he brought
the 1992 Gene ral Conference of
The United Methodist Church a
report of explosive church growth
in Cuba .
"Dating from the day when the
revolution ... accepted the Marxist,
Lenini s t philo so phy of the
[Communist] Party," Bishop Ajo
explained, "many of our pastors
and missionaries left Cuba . U.S.
mi ssionaries were recalled, by
order of the U.S. President." In
1963, the Methodi s t Church in
Cuba had 108 church buildings,
70 Cuban pastors, and 50 U .S.
missionaries. After the exodus of

(Matthew 5:6)

Bishop Joel Ajo Fernandez (left) and the
Rev. Rinaldo Hernandez (right), with
retired Bishop Roy Short and his wife
Louise at the 1992 General Conference.
(Photo by John Goodwin.)
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"Blessed are those
who hunger and
thirst for righteousness, for they shall
be filled."
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church leaders, Cuba was left
with only 9 pastors instead of 70
and 2,500 members instead of
5,000. "Today," Bishop Ajo told
the General Conference, "we give
praise for 80 Cuban Methodist
pastors-a third of whom are
women- and 108 churches, plus
90 new house churches meeting in
members' homes, and 30,000
Methodists."
Ysel Perez, a 74-year-old
Methodist in Havana, was one of
the laywomen who kept the
Methodist Church in Cuba alive
during the past 30 years. She says
that the exodus of church leaders
"did us much more harm than
anything the Communists did."
Until 1992, a law limited religious activities to the inside of
official church buildings . Hou se
churches were illegal. Now, as
restrictions end, walls are coming
down . In the seaside village of
Belie, a woman turned over her
house to a new 70-member congregation. Members knocked out
the inside walls and consecrated
the house as a sanctuary. Now
they worship several night s a
week with prayer, songs, marimba, and drums.
In Manzanillo, Methodist pastor Nelda Zambrano reports that
worshipers have not been
deterred by severe cuts in bus service resulting from a petroleum
shortage. Instead, people walk to
church services from far away .
"The greater the difficulty in getting here," she points out, " the
more people show up ."
Cubans are al so importing
Bibles, carrying them openly, and
reading them while waiting in
line for scarce supplies. "There's a
tremendous spiritual vacuum that
needs to be filled," says Methodi st
sociologist Laureana Cruz.
In a pilot exchange program,
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United Methodist missionary
Philip Wingeier-Rayo went to
Cuba in the fall of 1991. He was
the first U.S. missionary sent to
Cuba in 30 years. In January 1992,
the Methodist Church in Cuba
reciprocated by sending the Rev .
Rinaldo Hernandez on a fivemonth missionary visit to the
United States.
Accompanied by WingeierRayo as translator, Hernandez
traveled to 18 states, spoke in 63
churches, made more than 175
presentations, and received a
standing ovation at General
Conference last May when he told
of a "growing, powerful, and
dynamic church" in Cuba.
Last August, by invitation,
Philip and Diana Wingeier-Rayo
returned to Cuba with their children-Philip to receive church
groups and work teams; Diana, to
study nursing. So the missionary
exchange continues.
These are hard times for Cuba's
11 million people. Three decades
ago, in 1962, the United States
imposed an economic blockade on
their island . The Soviet socialist
bloc then became Cuba's main
trading partner. Now imports of
food and petroleum are no longer
available from the former Soviet
Union and its satellites.

Cuba's petroleum shortage has resulted in a
greater use of bicycles (above) and i11 the cutting of sugar cane by hand (left). The cyclist in
Bayamo is passing a sign in which Fidel Castro
urges Cubans to "Resist, Stmggle, Overcome."
Below: Worshipers in a Methodis t church in
Havana make a joyful noise to the Lord.
BoHom : Some Cubans now read the Bible while
waiting in line for supplies.

" The effec ts o f the U.S . economic embargo are harder on the
people than on the government,"
Hernandez says. Food is rationed,
he reports, and it is hard to get
soap, detergents, milk, butter, and
canned goods. Clothing shelves
are also empty most of the time.
But there is a pl e nt iful a nd
growing s uppl y o f fa ith ,
Hernandez affirms, as people "living in the mid st of scarcity fin d a
gloriou s ri chn ess a nd g rea t
hope ... .People convert," he says.
"They bring their famil y and their
friend s. Th ey fa s t, tith e, a nd
engage in Bible study. They want
to worship every day."
"It's difficult at times," admits
Yse l Pe re z ab o ut Ii fe in C uba
today . " But it 's teach in g us to
trust God more . When we p ray
the Lord 's Praye r, it's no longer
jus t word s, e s pecia II y the part
about 'our daily bread ."' 0
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BuilclingJustice in the
Dominican Republic
by Paul Jeffrey

" ... You have been
trustworthy in a few
things , I will put you
in charge of many
.
.... "
th 1ngs
(Matthew 25:21b)

A bread delivery motorcycle on the Dominican Republic's Caribbean coast.

Margarita knows what the two
sides of the Dominican Republic
look like. In a dirt-floored shack in
a Santo Domingo slum, she carefully irons her clothes, washes her
hair, and applies her makeup. She
then pays a motorcycle taxi to
take her across town to George
Washington Avenue, a palm-lined
beachfront boulevard that fronts
on the capital city's large hotels.
As the sun drops into the sea, the
20-year-old positions herself
across from the Jaragua Hotel, her
expensive miniskirt showing off
her slender legs to advantage.
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Margarita is a sexual workera prostitute. She is servicing the
Dominican Republic's booming
tourist industry. The men who
hire her of ten take her inside the
hotel discos and casinos before
taking her to bed. So Margarita
has come to know a bit about the
life of the wealthy. It's a far cry
from the barrio where she and her
two children share a two-room
house with a sister and an aunt.
Her neighborhood has no health
care and no sewer. It has electricity only because impatient residents tapped into power lines that
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pass overhead. The Dominican
government built a school-with
a lot of fanfare-but provides no
books or other materials . What
Margarita earns in one night-$30
or $40-is what her mother makes
in two weeks as a teacher.
From her vantage point along
the seafront, Margarita can see
through the palm fronds the light
from the inglorious Columbus
Lighthouse across town. The
expensive monument sends a
giant cross-shaped beam of light
skyward two nights a week. "It's
pretty," she admits, turning to
make eye contact with a prospective client in a slow-passing car.
"But my children can't eat it."
What Tourists Don't See
Many Dominicans have been
waiting a long time for things to
get better. Christopher Columbus'
son Diego, the island's first governor under Spanish rule, supervised the systematic slaughter of
Nati ve Americans and the massive planting of sugar. Jn 1522, he
put down the first recorded slave
revolt in the New World .
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Even so, a twentieth century
despot-Rafael Trujillo-may be
the best symbol of the wealthy
elite who have long made life miserable for the Dominican majority.
Trujillo took charge of the
National Guard shortly after the
U .S. Marines pulled out of the
country in 1924. Within a few
years, he was known as the
Generalisimo. Expensive monuments to his glory began to
appear throughout the country.
Trujillo ran the country as his personal plantation, renaming the
capital Ciudad Trujillo and
requiring public documents to be
dated in the "Era of Trujillo."
Those who questioned his reign
were exiled, imprisoned, tortured,
and murdered. Trujillo-a strident
anti-Communist-was
backed by the U.S. government.
After Trujillo's assassination in
1961 and the overthrow of the
democratically elected Juan
Bosch, the power of the presidency fell to Trujillo's appointed successor, Joaquin Balaguer. As a
result of Balaguer's policies, the
Dominican Republic today owes
more than $4.5 billion to international lenders . As monuments
have gone up, so has the country's
infant mortality rate.
For the thousands of tourists
who flock to the Dominican
Republic, the Lighthouse and
other monuments are interesting
diversions for a day off from the
main attraction: the beaches. What
tourists don't see is the real country, where hospital patients must
provide their own sheets, medicines, sutures, and food. Air-conditioned tourist buses avoid the
U.S . and Canadian embassies,
where, every day, hundreds line
up hoping for what Dominican
songwriter Juan Luis Guerra calls
"a visa for a dream." The sunburned tourists don't see the overcrowded yolas, small rickety
sailboats packed to the gunnels
with Dominicans risking their
lives to get to Puerto Rico. There
they can work as gardeners,
maids, or busboys-or travel on
to New York City.

Banking on Women
The desperate poverty that the
reft.igees flee is felt most strongly
by Dominican women. They
shoulder the economic and emotional burden of raising children,
often with little help from men.
Women in rural areas are especially hard hit by spiraling inflation and government cutbacks in
already minimal social spending.
In a modest attempt to help
such women gain economic freedom, the Dominican Evangelical
Church-a product of Methodist,
Presbyterian, United Brethren,
and Moravian mission worksponsors a series of "popular
banks" for poor women.
Adahisa Pena is one of these
women. A native of Canoa, a
small village on the country's
southwestern coast, Pena was the
oldest of seven children. Her family sent her to the capital at age 10
to work as a maid for a wealthy
family . She sent her meager earnings home every week, returning
to her village at age 20 to marry
and start a family.
Now 24, Pena has three children and has difficulty making
her husband's $75-a-month salary
as a school teacher stretch far
enough. So last year she joined
the banco popular begun in her village by the local congregation of
the Dominican Evangelical
Church. Along with 20 other
women, she attended three meetings, each time depositing_five or
ten pesos in a savings account.
Then she became eligible for a
500-peso loan, the equivalent of
about $40. Pena used the money
to buy bulk ingredients for candy,
which she made at home and sold
outside the local primary school.
She worked five days a week for
three hours each day, turning a
profit of about 25 pesos ($2) each
day. Once a week, she gathered
with the other women to sing a
hymn in the tin-roofed church
building. Then she made her payment on the 3 percent loan-at the
same time adding something to
her savings account, which pays 3
percent interest. When the loan
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The Columbus Memorial Lighthouse in Santo
Domingo, built f or the 1992 Qu incentenary, sends
a cross-shaped beam of light into the sky.
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Left: Members of the church-sponso red banco popular for women in the village
of Canoa. Right: Beneco Enecia of Alfalit du ring a talk with literacy workers.

was repaid after 16 weeks, she
took out another.
The church-sponsored progra m
has permitted Pena to im prove
her family's li fe . They' re ea ting
better, and Pena ca n n ow bu y
water from a passing truck rather
than carry home on her head contaminated water fro m irrigation
ditches.
Pena has never seen the inside
of a real bank. There isn't one in
Canoa. Even if there were, most of
the women in the banco popular
would never have entered it. In
rural Dominican culture, banks
are places where only men go.
According to the Rev. Evaristo
Novas, pastor of the congrega tion
in Canoa, the denomi nation made
a deliberate decision to limit the
banco to women . "Th ey are the
ones who ma nage the economy of
the home," he explai ns, "but they
are denied access to fi nancial services because they never have collateral." Novas says the church
provided the seed money and
technical as sis tance to get th e
banco started. But the church will
withdraw after a year to begin
another banco in a different rural
community. Novas reports the
women are lea rning the dyna mics
of sav ing and investing. By doing
it in a group, they can lea rn from
one another's experience.
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Balancing the Scales
The Dominican Republic shares
the island o f Hispaniola with
Haiti. Racial and cultural tensions
have kept the relationship uneasy.
Haiti invaded the Dominican
Republic in 1822 and occupied it
for 22 years-a shameful memory
that li v es on in the collective
Dominican consciou sness. In a
1937 attempt at "ethnic cleansing,"
Truj illo ordered a massacre of
more than 12,000 Haitians-most
killed in just one night. The years
have not erased that horror from
the memory of Haitians, most of
whom are Black and speak only
Haitian Creole.
Mo re than half a million
Ha itians li ve o n the Dominican
side of the border, doing work
that the largely m ix ed-race,
Spani sh-speaking Dominicans
con s ider beneath them. The
Haitian worker s perform serv ice s-picking coffee, cutting
sugar cane, or working the rice
field s-that keep the Dominican
economy afloat. But Trujillo and
Balaguer often cast the Haitians as
sca pegoats for problems.
Many of the Haitians who come
to w o rk in the Dominican
Re publi c's cane field s live in
cro wded v illages known as
bateyes. International human rights
group s have long censured the
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shameful conditions of the mostly
government-owned bateyes. They
have few schools and almost no
potable water, sanitary facilities,
medical care, or electricity .
Children as young as seven years
old work the fields with their parents. Soldiers, always close at
hand, discourage complaint.
One group of Christians working for justice in the bateyes is
Alfalit, a regional literacy organization funded in part by the
United Methodist Advance.
Alfalit started work in the country
in 1963 with the help of the
Dominican Evangelical Church .
Alfalit staff work throughout the
countryside, where more than 60
percent of the people are illiterate.
Staff members created a special
program for the bateyes, teaching
workers and their families how to
read and write in Haitian Creole
by using everyday themes related
to work in the sugar fields and life
in the villages.
According to Beneco Enecia, an
Alfalit worker in the country's
southwest, newly literate workers
have begun to challenge some
unjust practices of the workplace.
Workers have long suspected, for
example, that they were cheated
when the cane they cut was
weighed. Last year, a group of
recent Alfalit graduates showed
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up one day with their own scales
to compare the result with the
scales used by the government
sugar company. At first, managers
wouldn't permit a comparison.
Finally, they acceded after pressure by the workers. The test
showed that the government's
scale shortchanged the workers 10
percent of their earnings.
Novas says newly literate
workers are less vulnerable to
abuse. Long paid in script, the
workers could use the paper
money only at expensive government stores or trade it to money1enders for cash at exorbitant
rates. Not surprisingly, a new
movement to form a union has
risen apace with literacy. Such
organizing is dangerous in the
militarized bateyes, where earlier
efforts to unionize were met with
beatings and deportation.
Both Novas and Enecia work
with Radio Enriquillo, a Catholic
radio station in Tamayo. Named
for a native leader who resisted
Spanish invaders, the station
broadcasts educational and news
programming-including literacy
programs-aimed at the bateyes
and other poor communities .
When workers faced off with government managers at the sugar
scales, Radio Enriqui/lo's mobile
unit broadcast the encounter live.

Above: Haitian cane-field workers in the
Dominican Republic live in poor villages
known as bateyes. Left: Beneco Enecia at
Radio Enriquillo in Tamayo . Below: A
"Wall of Shame" separates the Columbus
Lighthouse from the poor neighborhood
that borders the monument grounds .

In the months following the
overthrow of Haiti's president
Jean-Bertrand Aristide in 1991,
strict press censorship was
imposed in Haiti. The Dominican
station was the main source of
honest news for the Haitian people. The Dominican government
cracked down in 1992, ordering
the station to stop giving the news
in Haitian Creole. So, for several
months, station announcers sang
the news in Creole, saying the
government couldn't prohibit foreign-language music. After escalating threats, however, and the
development of a clandestine
resistance station inside Haiti,
Radio Enriquillo gave up . In
October, it stopped its programming in Creole. But it still gives
Haitian news in Spanish and
focuses on issues affecting both
Haitian and Dominican workers
in the region . "They can silence a
few words," Enecia says, "but the
Word remains-the Word that
came to bring light in the life of
the poor." 0
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Democracy
by Paul Jeffrey

"You are the salt of the
earth; but if salt has
lost its taste, how can
its saltiness be
restored?"
(Matthew 5:13)
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An intriguing land of contrasts,
Haiti possesses unspoiled white
sand beaches and pervasive
repression, French haute cuisine
and wretched urban poverty,
voodoo and revolutionary
Catholicism. Replete with shame
and submission, its history also
boasts heroic resistance and valor.
Long the poorest country in the
Western Hemisphere, Haiti gave
the world a lesson in democracy
in the late 1980s when its people
threw off a dictator and elected a
champion of the poor as president.
It wasn't the first time Haiti had
set an example. After 300 years of
colonial exploitation and a 12-year
struggle, led by Toussaint
L'Ouverture, against Napoleon's
armies, Haiti became in 1804 the
world's first Black republic. It was
a symbol of hope to slaves
throughout the whole Western
Hemisphere. Yet such freedom
was costly. In order to guarantee
its sovereignty from France, Haiti
incurred a huge foreign debt that
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it didn't pay off until the 1920s.
The effects of that burden foreshadow the demonic problem of
debt throughout the region in the
last quarter of this century.
Haiti's problems didn't all originate abroad . The mostly mixedrace elite exploited the labor of the
poor to build incredible wealth
that it spent ostentatiously. While
the wife of dictator Jean-Claude
("Baby Doc") Duvalier had stateof-the-art air conditioning
installed in the huge national
palace so she could wear fancy
furs for state receptions, thousands of poor Haitians risked their
lives to sail away in tiny boatsonly to find the U.S. Coast Guard
waiting to bring them back.
Once "the most beautiful pearl
in the Caribbean necklace," Haiti's
natural wealth contributed more
to France's revenues in the mid1700s than the other French
colonies combined. Yet today it is
a sad, deforested land. Although it
produces most of the world's
baseballs, authentic economic
development has been blocked by
a feudal system of political despotism. Genuine democracy remains
impossible in a land of sophisticated repression, where the Tontons
Macoutes-a paramilitary force
created by Frarn;ois ("Papa Doc")
Duvalier and trained by former
German SS officers-practice terror at w ill. These secret police
have long carried out the orders of
dictators like Baby Doc, who was
elected president-for-life in 1971
by a vote of 2,391,916 to one.
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Page 20: Left: A Haitian man mends
fishing nets. Right: Children who come to
school without eating fall asleep in class.
Above: Haitian women often carry things
on their heads.

The Rev. Fede Jean-Pierre
talks with fisherfolk along the
seafront in Port-au-Prince.

When a free election was finally
held in 1990, Jean-Bertrand
Aristide, a radical priest, ridi ng
atop an exhilarating movement of
Haiti's poor majority, won twothirds of the vote. But after only
eight months in office, Aristide
was overthrown, leaving government soldiers and Tontons
Macoutes free to exercise their terror
against those who had dared to
change the flow of Haitian history.
Today, the poor majority of
Haitians suffer and wait, and the
church accompanies them. In a
Methodist-run school on the site
of a former slave market in Porta u-Prince' s La Saline neighborhood, children fall asleep in class
because they have no food in their
homes . But their parents send
them to school nonetheless, for
they know with certainty that the
future will be different. Haitians
claim that once zombies have tasted salt, they recover from their
drugged state and are liberated
from the master's control. One
might say that the Haitian people
have tasted salt. 0

New World Outlook interoiewed

the freed slaves as their workers.

the Rev. Fede Jean-Pierre-superintendent of the Methodist Church in
Haiti-in Port-au-Prince during
November 1992. This is an edited
version of that conversation.

In the midst of this conflict, Uean-

Why are so many of the Haitian
people poor?

Our people are poor because they
have been made poor.
After independence, a minority
of Haitians-the children of
French colonialist fathers and
African mothers-believed they
were the only heirs of their
fathers' wealth. Instead of maintaining the solidarity that led to
their independence, this minority
fought to get all the property, not
just a share of it.
When they discussed the distribution of wealth in those days, it
was not money that mattered, but
land. The minority whose fathers
were White took the best landvast properties. The rocky land
went to the former slaves. Then
the [people of mixed race] took
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Jacques] Dessalines, the first president of Haiti, asked: "What about
those whose parents are in Africa?
Are they not going to have anything at all?"
We're a poor country, but
we're not a country without
wealth. The problem is the unjust
distribution of the riches of this
land. We have a minority that
owns everything. The peasants,
the ones that work the land, don't
own land-or if they do, it's
maybe a quarter of an acre. The
big landowners don't live and
work on the farm. They live in the
city. The poor do all the work.
From the time of colonialization, our relations with foreign
nations have not benefited our
poor majority. We've watched foreigners drain our wealth and
resources and leave us with nothing-or with just enough to survive. We've also wa tched as
wealthy Haitians refuse to invest
in this country. They invest
abroad and use foreign banks.

Esseni

The C
Resist1
(#1854)

Desr
Children eating at a Methodist feeding center in LA Saline, Port-au-Prince.

tion an
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study I
Life for our poor majority will
change for the better because of
what the poor will do-they
themselves, by themselves, for
themselves. The rich aren't interested in helping the poor.
How has the relationship
between Haiti and the United
States affected the poor?

Because Haiti is a Black nation,
the U.S. government has discrirnina ted against us. In the case of
refugees, for example, no matter
who comes to U.S. shores, they are
welcome-unless they're Haitian.
Haitian people forced to flee their
homeland because of repression
are not welcome in the United
States. That's unfair.
When we deal commercially
w ith the United States, we are
always the losers. They buy our
coffee, but they decide how much
they'll take from us and at what
price. In this relationship, we can
never make enough to meet our
basic needs. They respond by saying they give us foreign aid. But
that aid is usually weapons.
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Do you have hope for Haiti's
future?

I ask myself that question often.
There are times I feel hopeless.
The slaves on the plantations
fought and died for independence, and when it came they
thought their struggle was over.
But then they had to fight against
the minority who assumed the
role of the old slave masters.
For a brief time in the late
1940s, many felt that at last they
had a government interested in
the welfare of the people. But in
1950, the president was killed by
the army.
After so many years of dictatorship, in 1986 we experienced an
awakening, especially among our
young people. They left their
classrooms and flocked into the
streets, demonstrating against a
system they considered unjust. It
was the end of the dictatorship.
From 1986 to 1991, we passed
through a long and painful transition period, not unlike the experience of childbirth. Our people
fought. Without money, they
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elected a democratic government
of the people, by the people. Then
in September 1991, the dreams
and aspirations of our people
were stolen from them again.
If change has to originate from
those who hold power in this
country, then there is no hope for
a better future. If there is a better
future for us, it will have to come
from the very people who have
been suffering for so long.
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What is the mission of the church
in this crisis?

Sailing
Mission
Edited b1

There is a tendency for the church
to be concerned about its own
security and safety and lose sight
of the security and safety of the
wider community. During the
events that have shaken the lives
of our people, the church has not
been as active as it could have
been in standing in solidarity with
the poor. The church wants to be
an agent of reconciliation. That's
fine, but reconciliation isn't something to be defined just by a small
minority. The church must be the
(Continued on p. 27)
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The Caribbean: Culture of
Resistance, Spirit of Hope
(#1854) Edited by Oscar L. Bolioli
Despite centuries of exploitation and oppression, the peoples
of the Ca ribbean have an
indomitable spirit. Th is main
s tudy book for the Caribbean
includes hi storical background ,
theological analysis, and ecumenical statements.
$7.95
Study Guide to The Caribbean:
Culture of Resistance, Spirit of
Hope (#1855) by Nancy Carter
Biblical reflection, song and
worship ideas, activities, and sugge s ted resources will enhance
one's understanding of the region.
Six-session format.
$5.95
Sailing in Hope: Methodist
Mission in the Caribbean (#1841)

Edited by Keith D. Rae and F. Allan
Kirton
Designed as a United Methodist
supplement to the basic study texts,
this booklet captures the thoughts,
ideas, and struggles of the peoples
of the Caribbean as they engage in
mission and ministry.
$2.50

For Children:
Choices and Other Stories from
the Caribbean (#1858) by Alma

Flor Ada, Jan et Thorn e, Philip
Wingeier-Rayo
Seven stories about significant

The Debt Cri sis: An Unnatural
Disaster-Video (#1862)
People fro m several Caribbean
countries look at economic issues,
es pecially the worldwide debt crisis, and how these iss ues affect
their daily lives. Can be used as a
"c rossover" resource for the
Global Econom ics theme. Study
guide included. 28 minutes .$39.95
The Caribbean Slide Set (#1864)
20 color slides and script. The
set traces the history of the "creoliza tion " of Caribbean cultures
fro m the 1500s to the present, with
an emphasis on the people of the
$12.50
Caribbean today.

turning points in the lives of children in Cuba, Hai ti, St. Vincent,
Gu yana, and Jamaica. Designed
for children in Grades 1-6 a nd
illu s trated by Mari a Anton ia
Ordonez of Puerto Rico.
$6.95
Teacher's Guide to Choices and
Other Stories from the Caribbean (#1859) by Doris Lou Willis
Background information, activity and worship suggestions, songs,
and questions for discussion w ill
help teachers reveal the cultures
and issues raised in the children's
book. Six-session fo rmat.
$5.95

Visuals:
The Many Faces of the
Caribbean-Video (#1866)
An overview of the Caribbean
region, its rela tionship to its larger
neighbo rs to the no rth, a nd the
role of the church. Designed to be
used interactively w ith the stud y
materials. A study guide is included. 58 minutes.
$39.95
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Map ' n' Fa cts : T he Ca ribbe a n
(#1856)
A 23" x 35" full color map with
information on history, culture,
languages, religions, and economic status presented on the back of
the map.
$4.95

Related Resources:
All a w e a o n e: a Carib b ean
scra p b ook (#1857) by David P.

Young
Poetry and prose, song and art,
current statistics and slices of history are combined to show the
beautiful as well as painful realities
of this diverse region.
$6.95

N ew World Outlook Special
Issue on the Cari b bean, Global
Economics, an d the Gospel of
Matth ew. May/June 1993 (#1867)
$2.50
R esponse Special Is s u e on the
Ca ri bb ean a nd Gl obal Economics. June 1993 (#1868) $1.25
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GLOBAL ECONOMICS

A
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.
otINTERFSt
Essentials:
Global Econom i cs: Seeking a
Chri s ti an Ethic (#1860) by Ian

McCrae
Stories and exercises about our
interdependent world, with biblical and eth ical refl ection s, some
teaching abou t basic econo mi c
principles, and with suggestions
on helping to crea te a new eco$7.95
nomic order.
United Methodist Study Gui de
on Global Economics-Seeking a
Christian Eth ic (#1843)
Five study session s usi ng the
basic study on Global Economics
as a text. Gu ide includes re ference to the United Methodis t Book
of Resolutions as well as a uxiliary
activities and discussio n questions.
$2.00
Caribb e an M oney-G o- Round
Game (#1861) by Patricia Brady
Simulation game created for
youth but great for adults too .
Players m ust make choices to
overco m e difficulties in Puerto
Rico, Jamaica, and Dominica, and
every decision has its price. Can
be used as a "crossover" resource
fo r the Caribbean theme. $19.95

A Matter of Interest-Video
(#1863)
This delightful, animated video
does the seemingly imposs ible:
explain s why, despite a dramatic
increa se in the w o rld 's m o ney
supply, the international debt just
keeps on piling up. Many develo pin g nation s are tech ni call y
bankrupt, while even in the socall ed d eveloped world we are
starting to spend our grandchildren' s inheritance. Study guide
incl uded. 13 minutes.
$19.95
Global Economics Slide Set
(#1865)
20 color slides and script which
help church people to understand
global economics, using lively cartoons and photos. The slide set
poi nts to possibilities fo r a more
just economi c o rder and ac tion s
$12.50
churches can ta ke.
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Related Resources:
New World Outlook Special
Issue on the Caribbean, Global
Economics, and the Gospel of
Matthew. May/June 1993 (#1867)
$2.50
Response Special Issue on the
Caribbean and Global Economics. June 1993 (#1868)
$1.25

Order from SERVICE CENTER
General Board of Global Ministries
The Un ited Methodist Church
7820 Reading Road, Caller No. 1800
Cincin nati, OH, 45222-1800.
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Above left: This mural in Miami recalls Emma Lazarus' poem, "The New Colossus," written for the Statue
of Liberty: "Give me your tired, your poor, /Your huddled masses yearning to breathe free .... " The welcome
doesn't seem to apply to the chained Haitian in the picture. Right: Scavengers in the municipal garbage
dump in Port-au-Prince.

(Haiti, continued from p.22)
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voice of the voiceless in this land,
the hope of the hopeless.
I have hope in the church
because I have seen the people of
God at the grass roots organizing
themselves, taking responsibility.
While the Catholic hierarchy is
very conservative, the base communities have been at the forefront of change. This happens in
many of the Protestant churches
also, where conflicts have arisen
between young people and the
establishment. It has happened in
churches like the Baptist. The
church of the people is emerging.
The perception of leadership in
the church is shifting. There was a
time when the church wanted its
leaders to be persons who lived
apart from the real issues of the

community. But there's a new
understanding emerging. Young
priests and ministers are immersing themselves in the community.
This frightens the powerful but is
consolation for the poor majority.
These new communities are
spaces where the poor can come
and share their agony, pain, frustration, fear, and hope. It is where
hope is created and from where
the solution to our problems is
going to come.
Our strength is primarily in our
rural churches. There, our
Wesleyan heritage of classes and
societies-a forerunner to the
model of the base Christian community-has helped people to
share and learn from each other.
One of our pastors went to just
such a church recently and told
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the congregation that he wanted
to be fair, that he wanted to be a
reconciler. So he told the congregation: "I know that some of you
want the president back in Haiti,
and others among you want him
to stay away." He was going to
say something more but the
whole church rose up and
declared: "We all want him back!
When is he going to come?"
Our mission as a church is to
listen to these base communities,
to build them up, and to fashion
their dream into reality. They
dream of a country where everyone will have equal access to the
wealth of the land, where injustice
will be banished, and where people will be considered not by their
social status but as children of a
God who demands justice. 0
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By Lilia Fernandez
Homestead, Florida. Altitude: 9
feet above sea level. For the newly
arrived Haitian refugees living
there, this fact placed them in the
path of the worst hurricane in
American history. During the
early hours of Monday, August
24, 1992, Hurricane Andrew
slammed into Florida, its eye
passing directly over Homestead.
Nature does not respect rules
against double jeopardy. Haitian
refugees, fleeing the persecution
of a military coup that deposed a
democratically elected president,
had sought safe haven in the
United States. Unknowingly, they
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" ... Just as you did
it to one of the least
of these who
are members of my
family, you did
it to me."
(Matthew 25:40b)
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resettled in the path of a devastating natural disaster.
Hurricane Andrew took the
most from those who had the
least. If ever any people have been
among "the least of these (our)
brethren," they are the Haitians.
The Storm Before the Storm
Homestead-population 26,900is the center of Florida's fruit and
nursery production. For many
years, it has been the seasonal destination for Mexican migrant agricultural workers. Since the early
1970s, this unending stream of
workers ha s grow n to include
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Page 28: A refugee motlier witlt children .
Left, above and below: Hai tian immigran ts work in Florida City, south of
Mia~i, repairing damage caused by
Hurricane Andrew.
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refugees and asylum seekers fleeing the civil wars in Central
America . Haitian refugees have
also arrived directly in Florida,
leaving Haiti on overcrowded ,
unseaworthy boats.
The arrival of refugees by sea
has also afforded the U.S. government an ea sy way to interdi ct
(intercept and turn back) those it
deems economic rather than political refugees. This policy has been
in marked contra st to that followed toward boat people, or
rafters (bals eros), fleeing Cuba.
Many concerned people see the
anti-Haitian policy as raci st. At

best, it reveals a double standard
that makes refugees more acceptable if they flee a Co mmuni s t
regime rather than a right-wing
dictatorship.
More than 20,000 Haitian
refugees were interdicted in the 10
years between 1981, when
President Reagan signed an executive order calling for interdiction, and the coup that overthrew
President Jean-Bertrand Aristide
in September 1991. Between
October 28, 1991, and July 10,
1992, a total of 37,995 refugees
have fled repre ss ion a nd th e
threat of death for ha ving supported the first democraticall y
elected government in their country's history.
U .S. policy toward thes e
refugees has flip-flopped between
interdiction and screening for asy1um petitions. A U.S. District
Court restraining order, issued by
Judge Donald L. G raham o n
November 19, 1991, prevented the
United States from return in g
refugees to Haiti. But the ban was
lifted by the Supreme Cou r tJustice Harry A. Blackmun d issenting-on January 31, 1992.
This left 10,000 refugee s on
hold in a tent city at Guantanamo
Naval Base in Cuba, where the
Bush Administration had sent
them pending a determination of
refugee status. However, last May
24, President Bush withd rew even
this protection . In an exec uti ve
order, he directed th e Coast
Guard to intercept Haitians and
return them immediately to Hai ti
without hearings.
Of the original 38,000 Haitian
refugee s who fled be tween
October 1991 and Jul y 1992, only
10,063 were paroled into th e
United States to apply for asylum.
Approximately 85 percent of these
were claimed by relatives living in
Dade County, Flo rida . The rest
were re settled throu gh o ut th e
country in cluster sites.

Still Not Free
Unlike the majority of refugees
admitted to the United States,
these most recent Haitian arrivals
continue to face uncertainty.
Assigned for processing to one of
two voluntary agencies-Church
World Service (CWS) or the U.S.
Catholic Conference (U SCC)they face difficult adjustments to a
new culture. They must cope wi th
a new language and file an asylum claim within a short time.
Neither CWS (in whic h The
United Methodist Church participates) nor USCC is adequa tely
equipped to provide low-cost or
pro bo n o legal services to th is
many people in so short a time.
Many Haitian refugees are illiterate in their own language and
relate their experiences in the context of events instead of da tes.
Each case must be prepared by a
specially trained lawyer or paralegal using the services of a skilled
translator who speaks bo th
English and Haitian Creole.
Faces in the Storm
• Duvon Dxidas is a soft-spoken
man in his twenties. He arrived in
the United States on May 1, 1992.
In Haiti, Dxidas had worked as a
farmer on rented land . He was
also a leader in one of the small
community organizations-or
Comite Katie (from the French
Comite Quartier, Community
Q uarters)-that were the backbone of the effort to elect Aristide.
So Dxidas became a target of the
forces who seized power during
the coup. To save his life, he fled,
taking his 8-year-old son, Bernard,
and leaving his wife and four
other children behind.
Dxidas and his son were picked
up by the U.S. Coast Guard and
taken to Guantanamo Air Base.
Because of his involvemen t in
Aristide's political movement, he
was deemed to have a plausible
claim to asylum and was paroled
into the United States. In Florida,
Dxidas was sponsored by his sister-in-law's seven-member family.
According to him, they lived in a
good, four-bedroom, cinder-block
house. Dxidas was one of the few

Je
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Haitians lucky enough to find
work harvesting Florida's seasonal
fruits and vegetables.
And then came the storm .
Hurricane Andrew destroyed
everything. It cut a 25-mile swath
across south Florida. When it hit
Homestead, the nine people at
Dxidas ' house crowded into a
closet for protection. When the
roof blew off, they all thought
they were about to die.
After the storm, there was no
place for the family to go. So they
lived under a small remaining
part of the roof, which they covered with plastic. Dxidas' sister
was one of the few refugees fortunate enough to have insurance
coverage. Her insurance company
provided a small trailer, but it was
not large enough for nine. Dxidas
and his son remained in the shell
of the house until repairs began.
Since December 3, they have
been living in a small tent on the
grounds of the South Dade
Haitian Mission in Homestead.
Their shelter is part of a six-tent
compound, surrounded by a
chain-link fence for security. It
includes two storage facilities for
emergency supplies, a small medical clinic, and a prefabricated
house for the pastor, whose home
wa s also destroyed. Disaster
funds raised by the United
Methodist Committee on Relief
(UMCOR) have made this island
of hope possible. There Dxidas,
now jobless, is still awaiting the
outcome of his asylum case.
• Marie Louise and Chenet
Rosier, aged 20 and 23, arrived
in the United States last spring
with their 2-year-old daughter,
Mirline. Marie Louise welcomed us into her house. The
place was tidy but looked bare,
a s tho ugh the family had not
yet m ov ed in. We sat on
kitchen chairs in what was
probably meant to be the living
room but which now held three
beds, all of them neatly made
w ith thin blankets.
Wi th the help of her pastor, the
Rev. Joanes Martin of the South
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Dade Haitian Mission in
Homestead, we began to talk with
Marie Louise. Like Duvon Dxidas,
the Rosiers joined relatives living
in Homestead when they arrived
in the United States. In Haiti,
Chenet Rosier had been a lay
leader in his church and a member of the Tpeglise movement
(from Petite Eglise, Little Church).
These were small, church-based
community groups that formed a
large part of Aristide's support.
Because of this, Rosier was a
threat to the power structures that
opposed Aristide. So he and his
family fled for their lives.
The only employment Chenet
Rosier could find in Homestead
was occasional day labor, but the
family managed. They were able
to supplement their small income
with public assistance, available to
all refugees for eight months.
Then came the storm. When the
roof blew off their home, flying
glass injured several family members. Marie Louise now bears a
long scar on her arm. But the scars
that people cannot see hurt more.
The family home was no longer
livable. So the Rosiers moved into
a rental house of their own. Made
of cement, it seems sturdy. But the
roof is badly damaged, and several rooms are unusable. The bathroom is nonfunctional, though
water runs sometimes. The family
goes to neighbors' homes to bathe
and to wash clothes.
The landlord continues to
charge a full rent of $400 but
refuses to fix the property. Social
workers at the Christian
Community Service Agency say
that the landlord will eventually
tack a "Condemned" sign up on
the door. Then the Rosiers will
have to move. While FEMA (the
Federal Emergency Management
Agency) gave them rent money
for the first two months, they now
have to pay on their own.
Chenet Rosier has not found
any day labor since the storm. The
family no longer receives food
stamps because their eight-month
eligibility for public assistance is
up. Because Marie Louise is seven
months pregnant, the family has
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reapplied for Medicaid with hope
that it will be granted.
• Enutude Paris, 39, and her husband Christian Rigaud, 33,
arrived in the United States last
spring. They had four children
with them, including a newborn infant daughter.
In Haiti, Christian Rigaud had
been a farmer, but his house was
the election headquarters for
Aristide. After the September 1991
coup, Rigaud's family became a
target for harassment. The Chef du
Section (a kind of provincial gov-
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Left: Funded by UMCOR, a Church
World Service immigration lawyer in
Miami (behind desk) interviews a Haitian
immigrant (back to camera) with the
assistance ofa translator. Below: The
waterfront at Port-au-Prince, Haiti.
Haitian refugees face perilous journeys to
Florida by boat.
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ernor) soon summcned the military. The family escaped as their
house came under fire.
Reaching the place where their
escape boat was located in time
and without being detected was
particularly difficult. Paris was in
an advanced stage of pregnancy
and at risk, given her age . She
cannot remember much about the
boat but says that it was "very
large" and there were "many people." She also remembers that the
family had not had time to gather
food or any other necessities. The
other refugees shared what food
they had with her small children.

The refugees were at sea for
two days before they were spotted
by a Coast Guard ship and picked
up . .By then, Paris was in labor.
She was the first one taken
aboard, and her baby, Rosita, was
born minutes later. Soon after the
refugees reached Guantanamo, it
was discovered that the baby had
a heart defect. Mother and infant
were rushed to the United States
for treatment. The baby underwent successful heart surgery at
Miami Shore Hospital.
It seemed that the family's fortunes had finally changed for the
better, but this was not to be the
case. Problems with the infant's
medication developed . Suddenly
she died.
And then came the storm ... yet
another catastrophe.
One bright spot has been the
family's success in acquiring a
mobile home through the FEMA
assistance program. The rent is
free for one year, but they have to
pay utilities, which average $190
per month. Rigaud has found only
occasional day labor. Though they
worry a lot, they have been managing, thanks in part to supplemental food and supplies. These
they are able to get through the
Haitian Methodist church's emergency warehouse, funded through
donations made poss ible by
UMCOR's relief programs.
Enutude Paris sits in the doorway of her new mobile unit and
manages a smile as she tells her
story. But she looks tired and
older than her years. One small
son shows off the paper he did at
school that day. It seems an everyday domestic scene. But those
who heard the mother's story
knew the terrible price the family
had paid to reach this point-and
how far they had yet to go.
What Next?
The enterprising and resilient survivors of Hurricane Andrew have
posted their buildings with messages. One says: "You've got our
attention , Lord . Now what?"
Surely the Haitian refugee s,
among all the survivors, have
earned the right to an answer. 0
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p ate on
Haitian
Refugees
Haitians and refugee advocates
were looking forward to the
changes in U.S. refugee policy
offered by the Clinton team during the 1992 presidential campaign. Much to everyone's shock
and surprise, President-elect
Clinton announced a week before
his inauguration that he would
continue, at least temporarily, the
Bush Administration's policy of
summarily returning interdicted
Haitian boat people, denying
them the right to make their case
for political asylum.
In response to the possibility of
an impending Haitian exodus, the
U.S . Coast Guard surrounded
Haiti with 22 ships and also
deployed planes and helicopters
for surveillance.
Meanwhile, 268 Haitian
refugees are still being held at
Guantanamo Bay after having
been found to have a "well-founded fear of persecution." These
Haitians are not being allowed to
continue on to the United States
because they have tested positive
for the HIV virus that causes
AIDS. They have lived for more
than a year behind barbed wire,
held incommunicado, without
regular access to their attorneys
and with inadequate medical care.
Conditions are deplorable in light
of their medical needs.

Lilia Fernandez is Secretary for
Refugee Ministries with the United
Methodist Committee on Relief
(UMCOR) and is Vice Chair of the
Church World Service Immigration
and Refugee Program.
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THE GLOBAL ECONOMY:

WHAT IN THE WO [
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D IS GOING ON?

(Matthew 18:12)

World" (in reality, the Two-Thirds
World). This discontent has also
been felt on U.S. family farms, in
inner cities, and in oil-producing
states for close to a decade. The
recent tendency of many in the
United States to turn "inward"
and focus on "domestic problems
first" fails to recognize that these
problems are enmeshed in a global economy. Whatever our
nation, the global economy affects
our jobs, the products we consume, our environment, and our
economic security.
The current concerns reflect
some major changes in the way
the world's economy is organized.

While politics dominated U.S.
television screens in 1992, what
most affected the outcome of the
presidential election was economics. Ross Perot's populism focused
on a bulging deficit. There was
growing awareness that the
United States was no longer number one economically. There was
the continuing pain of a deep
recession that sharply hit the middle class as well as the poor. And
there was the growing suspicion
that, instead of being valued
worker-consumers, many ordinary people were being deemed
economically "expendable."
Taken together, these factors have
added up to a growing fear for the
future.
The economic discontent that
emerged in the United States last
year has been felt for some time in
other Western industrial nations
and in nations of the South that
are part of the so-called "Third

Changes in the Global Economy
• Falling profits. Profits have
been decl ning since the late
1960s for corporations in the
largest industrial nations. In the
capitalist system, business people invest to make a profit. In
doing so, they utilize raw materials and contract workers to
make a product or provide a
service. During a long downturn in profits, companies heat
up competition and push to
lower costs of labor and raw
materials. In many cases, they
choose speculation (such as the
stock-market games, mergers,
and junk bonds of the roaring
1980s) instead of producing
any goods or services at all.
• The end of the cold war. This
brought to a close a long conflict between two competing
economic systems-capitalism
and state central planning. The
rivalry had geared both the

" ... If a shepherd has
a hundred sheep,
and one of them has
gone astray, does
he not leave the
ninety-nine on the
mountains and go in
search of the one
that went astray?"
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U.S. and Soviet economies
toward defense spending. Now
the collapse of the Soviet socialist bloc has led capitalist corporations, in their push to regain
profits, to seek new workers,
markets, and "investment
opportunities" in Eastern
Europe. This is often being
done at the expense of jobs and
investments elsewhere. Even in
Eastern Europe, these opportunities come without the benefits
or job stability that workers
there had come to expect. For
the United States, the cold
war's end also means either
shifting away from a military
economy or finding new pretexts for intervention abroad.
• New technologies. They have
revolutionized the way things
are produced and distributedand even the raw materials
used . From computers, faxes,
and microchips to biotechnology, synthetic raw materials, and
the container-shipping process,
these technologies have created
a truly global economy in only
a few years.
The System Responds to Change
Capitalism is an adaptable system
and has made adjustments. Below
are several new tendencies that do
not bode well for the less powerful
citizens of our globe.
• The decline of the Ford massproduction model. A method
of production and way of life
first introduced by Henry Ford
with his model-T car is in
decline. Known as "Fordism,"
this model had mass production on an assembly line at its
center. Companies built big factories for the long term.
Products varied little. The goal
was to tum out low-cost goods
that workers themselves could
buy. Factories were fixtures in
the community, and workers
expected jobs for life.
In the post-World War II era ,
unions, businesses, and governments by and large shared the
same economic goal. They wanted a growing pie to be distributed
so that workers themselves could
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provide a market for goods. This
producer -as-consumer model
ruled in the United States and
across the industrialized world .
When the pie began to shrink
in the 1970s, the accord broke
down. Suddenly, companies
began looking for cheaper workers, raw materials, and production
methods. New technologies made
this possible. Many firms either
introduced robotization or moved
to Southern nations where lack of
labor and environmental regulations meant lower costs. Both tactics resulted in a loss for U.S .
workers of jobs, benefits, job stability, and often whole industrybased communities. Unions were
severely weakened. Government
got out of the business of redistributing the pie (through progressive taxation or social
programs). And income shifted in
the 1980s from the poorer threefifths of the population to the
wealthier two-fifths.
• The rise of "flexible accumulation." Economists have labeled
the new production model
" flexible accumulation." With
computer and shipping innovations, parts of a product can be
made in several different countries and assembled somewhere else. Being no longer
dependent on a single big
assembly line, jobs are increasingly contracted out to lowwage shops . The belt of
assembly factories on the
Mexican border, known as
"maquiladoras," is part of this
global factory. Plants-primarily hiring young women and
paying about a tenth of the U.S.
daily wage-assemble goods to
be reimported into the United
States . The level of pollution
and exploitation in those
plants-and in similar factories
in nations including Korea, the
Dominican Republic, Haiti,
Guatemala, and the Philippines-is well documented (see
The Global Factory by Rachael
Kamel).
• The rise of three competing
economic blocs. As U.S. dominance in the world economy
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The European Economic
Community (EEC) is one of
the three competing economic
blocs. Dominated by Germany,
it includes Belgium, Denmark,
France, Greece, Ireland, Italy,
Luxembourg, the Netherlands,
Portugal, Spain, and the
United Kingdom.

has declined and the East/West
conflict has subsided, three
competing economic blocs have
arisen. They are dominated by
the United States, Japan, and
Germany /European Economic
Community (EEC).
These three global powers, each
facing economic problems, would
like to consolidate trade blocs
within their geographic regions .
Japan is expanding its investments
and trade into China and
Southeast Asia. Despite problems,
the EEC took a step closer to unity
in 1993. And the United States has
a vision of a free-trade area "from
Alaska to Tierra del Fuego" (at the
tip of South America), to quote
George Bush. The first step is a
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The Rich Get Richer
In the Un ited States , 1980- 1989

People being
paid more than
$1 million
increased their
salaries
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North American Free Trade
Agreement (NAFT A) with Canada
and Mexico. While the agreement
purports to increase investment
and markets for all, it will primarily increase the choices and mobility of transnational corporations. It
will al so consolidate U.S . dominance in the Western Hemisphere,
at the expense of the weaker players, in order to improve U.S. competitiveness with the other two
world powers . Latin American
governments are already scrambling to sign onto the ratified
agreement, but the long-term benefits for these nations are dubious.
Though U.S. citizens have
heard much about "increasing our
competitiveness" in the past year,

Source Internal Revenue Service

little has been sa id about who
benefits and at whose expense.
The model for trying to "be number one again" (itself a questionable goal) appears to be based on
investing in high technology and
in a small group of highly skilled
workers in the United States while
investing in pockets of low-cost,
low-skilled labor in Latin
America, the Caribbean, and elsewhere . The needs of the larger
populations in both North and
South are being ignored.
• Industrial nations' control over
Two-Thirds World economies.
Despite increased competition
among the leading industrial
nations, they clearly cooperate
to improve their control over
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Two-Thirds World economies.
This is accomplished through
the policies of the financial and
trade institutions they control :
the International Monetary
Fund (IMF), the World Bank,
and the new round of the
General Agreement on Tariffs
and Trade (GA TT) . Over the
past decade, these institutions
have pushed a free-market policy of global "Reaganomics," or
"Thatcherism," on the poor,
indebted nations-supposedly
in exchange for new loans and
investment.
In a process known as "Structural
Adjustment," Southern nations
are required to cut back state services, devalue currency, privatize
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state enterprises, deregulate
industry, and open their borders
to foreign trade and investment in
the name of the free market. They
have shifted their economies to
produce goods for export in order
to pay debts. Yet they continue to
find protectionist barriers to their
exports in the North, even though
they have lowered their own tariffs on imports. The irony is that,
even when they have complied
with these policies, many TwoTh irds World nations find that
Northern investors prefer to put
their money into one another's
enterprises . All but a few
Southern countries are left out of
the global economy entirely. Only
their debts increase.
The Signs of the Times
How are the new economic tendencies reflected in people's lives
and in communities worldwide?
• The system's logic of "expendable" people. Many workers
who produce goods are
increasingly unable to buy
what they make. Further, a
growing number of people in
both North and South, no
longer needed as workers or
consumers, have become
"superfluous" to the system.
A weak response to the AIDS
crisis, police murders of street
children in Brazil, the scourge
of drug trafficking and addiction, gang wars in cities, the
lack of health care for the poor,
bombing raids on Iraq-all
seem to be signs that part of the
world 's population is not needed. This group is d is proportionately made up of people of
color and of women and children of all races. Compare this
t reatment of people as
"expendable" with the Genesis
vision that all of us are created
in God ' s image . Contrast it
with Jesus' concern for the least
of us- for the one sheep that
was lost.
• The growing power of
transnational corporations.
The "free market" agenda has
meant freedom for transnationa l corpo ration s to lower stan-
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The richest 20 percent of U.S. households
get 40 percent more income than the poorest
60 percent combined .
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Average U.S. Income in 1989
Richest 20%

Second Richest 20%
(get 23.7%)
Middle20%
(get 16.5%)
Second Poorest 20%
(get 10.6%)
Poorest 20%
(get 4.6%)

$92,663

Second Richest 20%

49,21 3

Middle 20%

34,206

Second Poorest 20%

22,018

Poorest 20%

9,431

Top 20%:

92,663

Bottom 60%:

65 ,655

Sources: Center for Budget and Polley Priorities ,
Rellglous Network for Equality for Women

dards across the board . For
example, in the NAFTA deal,
the so-called "harmonization"
of regulations, wages, and benefits has meant a decline in living standards for Canadians
-and now for U.S. citizenswithout improving the lives of
Mexican workers. Hard-won
environmental regulations may
be victims of this process as
well. As workers concentrated
in low-paying, low-skilled
industries, women are particularly hard hit by this process.
The growing power of transnational corporations to defy borders weakens citizens' input
into their government-undermining the democratic process.
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Hogging the Pie

• The increasing exploitation of
workers. Workers who still
have jobs must work harder,
with less security. The growing
masses of unemployed workers-up to 65 percent of the
working population in Peruare forced to create their own
"informal" jobs, often working
around the clock.
• The growing concentration of
wealth. There is an increasing
national and global concentration of wealth in the hands of a
small elite. The N ew York
Tim es reported on March 5,
1992, that the wealthiest 1 percent of U.S. citizens gained 60
percent of all new income during the 1980s.
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• The lack of solidarity among
those left behind. Most disturbingly, those suffering the
devastating effects of the global
economic crisis are pitted
against one another. Middleclass employees, blue- and
pink-collar workers-and especially people of color and
women of all races-are at the
bottom of the global economic
pyramid. Yet, rather than targeting the elites who have benefited from the crisis, the left-out
have targeted one another.
In the United States, the poor have
become much poorer in the last
decade. Many in the middle class
have also moved down the economic scale. Loss of management
jobs, of homes and cars, of access
to education and health care have
shaken the lives and expectations
of the predominantly White middle class. " Urban" problems like
homelessness and unemployment
have moved to the suburbs. Yet
the nation continues to reflect a de
facto apartheid system, with
neighborhoods and churches
divided along race and class lines.
Women are paying a high
price. More than half of all poor
families in the United States are
headed by women . Globally,
women have taken on more
work-both at home and in the
labor force-because they are
alone or to compensate for lower
wages or joblessness of spouses.

Yet, in the United States, many
women have experienced a backlash, to quote Susan Faludi.
Women face the potential loss of
hard-won rights in the job market.
In the "family values" debate,
some are urged to leave the workforce, stay home, and raise children . Others are told to get off
welfare and take a job outside the
home, without the child care,
health benefits, or wages needed
to make that feasible.
We are pitted against one
another as working people in
North and South, told that we are
competing for jobs. We are pitted
against workers in Japan and
Korea-told that their exports are
the cause of our economic woeseven as Ford, General Motors, and
Chrysler join forces with Japanese
firms to make "U.S." cars. We are
pitted against one another in East
and West, as the United States still
seeks access to Middle Ea st oil
through the use of military force.
Good News
As Christians, we are Good News
people. We know that times of crisis are also times of opportunity.
Amidst the polarization, heated
competition, and rising hatreds
that divide the victims of global
economic policies, there are also
signs of hope . People are questioning a global economic system
that puts profits first and find s
people "expendable."
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Left: The United States dominates
its economic bloc, which now covers
North America and promises to
extend throughout the Western
Hemisphere. Japan dominates its
bloc and is expanding into China
and Southeast Asia.

There are signs of hope in the
women workers of Mexico,
Canada, and the United States
who met last year to discuss their
common concerns on free trade
(NAFTA). There are signs in the
global movements to ensure a safe
environment, to challenge toxic
dumping, and to protect indigenou s people's rights . There are
signs in the growing movement of
women worldwide to design economic alternatives that benefit all.
And there is hope in the fact that
our churches are questioning the
status quo and asking us to call on
God's power of tra nsformation .
Nothing less is needed to include
everyone at the world's table.
We are at a moment when
Christians can play a major role in
providing a moral and ethical
framework for a just economy. We
need to build an economic system
that follows our faith traditionone that hold s all creation to be
sacred, that end s divi sions, and
that provides abundant life for all
God's people. 0

Carol Barton is an economist based
in New York City who works with
church, labor, and women's organizations pursuing just economic alternatives. She recen tly completed an
assignment, sponsored by the General
Board of Global Ministries, working
in a program on women and economics in Buenos Aires, Argen tina.
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THE PLAGUE OF ASIA:
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by Elizabeth Haak
"If any of you put a
stumbling block
before one of these
little ones .. .it would
be better for you
if... you were
drowned in the
depth of the sea."
(Matthew 18:6)
If you were to travel to the rural

villages of Thailand, you would
be struck by the absence of children. What plague has robbed the
villagers of their younger generation? The pestilence is a vacuum
of values on both sides of the
Pacific . A great number of children-many under the age of
16-have been stolen and trapped
or sold by parents into prostitution to satisfy the sexual appetites
of Western and Asian touri sts.
Appalling Stories
One Filipino girl's life is typical of
many appalling stories. Rosario
Burgos Baluyot was 6 years o ld
when her mother died a nd her
father abandoned her. She lived
by steali ng from village rs for a
couple of years, then fled to
Olongapo City, a liberty port for
American sailors stationed at
Subic Bay in the Philippines.
Rosario joined a band of street
beggars under the protection of a

woman named Violet, who collected their money and sheltered
them . When Rosario was about
10, Violet's husband raped her .
Lured by what seemed like big
money, Rosario turned pro.
The feisty child had many customers, but one proved fatal.
During a night of sex play with
Rosario and her street friend Joe, a
customer inserted a vibrator into
Rosario's vagina and left it there.
For days afterward, Rosario struggled unsuccessfully to remove it.
She went to a hospital but fled the
examining doctor, probably
because she was afraid that the
doctor would send her to pri son.
Violet's husband knew about her
problem but raped her anyway.
That drove the vibrator into her
cervix. The pain became so
intense that Rosario could get
through her days only by sniffing
glue and taking drugs . The people
who had once sheltered her now
beat and shunn ed her. Five
months later, Rosario was brought
to a hospital. Doctors removed the
vibrator. But it was too late.
Sister Eva Palencia, a nun who
was with Rosario the day she
died, wrote to the Philippine Daily
Inq uirer: "I can never forget the
pitiful condition of Rosario .. ..
Alone with her body .. .1 cou ld see
the many other faces of our kids.
Some are sexually molested by
sadis ti c foreign pedophiles and
others exp loited by their very own
parents and guardians."
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A Hue and Cry
Palencia and others were so outraged that they raised a public
outcry. From desc riptions given
by Rosario's friend Joe, police
eventually located an Austrian
medical doctor, Heinrich Stefan
Ritter, who admitted being with
Rosario on that fateful night. He
was charged with murder but was
then released on bail. Ritter paid
Ro sario's grandmother $800 to
forget the case. By this time, however, church and feminist groups
were publicly crying for justice.
Ritter was rearrested, tried, found
guilty, and sentenced to life
impri sonment. It was not the first
time that a foreigner had committed a ex c rime on a Filipino
minor. But it was the first time a
foreigner had been convicted.
Also in the late 1980s in
Thailand, three American men
who ran children's shelters were
caught using them as a smokescreen for brothels patronized by
pedophiles- adults who have an
obsessive desire for sex with children. Howard Ruff, philanthropist
financier , was instrumental in
uncovering the activities of a
seemingly altruistic young man
named Mark Morgan. Two other
men mod e led their foster home
for boys on Morgan's . All three
were a ociated with one of the
seven known organizatio n s of
pedophil e ba sed in the Uni ted
States, in Western Europe, and in
Australia .
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Birth From an Ugly Death
The publicity that resulted from
these cases put some people on
alert. In the course of monitoring
tourism in Asia, an ecumenical
coalition based in Bangkok was
particularly alarmed about child
prostitution. Participants in a 1990
meeting were shocked to hear the
statistics their field workers
reported. Equally devastating was
the social workers' report that
rehabilitation of child prostitutes
is virtually impossible. These children are mistrustful of society.
They have low self-esteem, short
attention spans, and feelings of
shame, guilt, and worthlessness.
They vacillate between wanting to
change their behavior and not
wanting to change. Money and
excitement are the prime attractions in prostitution, and there is
none of either in a reformed life.
Social workers found that the
damage is done quickly. A preteen girl serving 30 to 50 customers a night is so traumatized
after only one week that she will
be psychologically scarred for life.
Out of the ugly news at this
conference, an ecumenical coalition of social and religious workers committed to ending child
pros ti tu ti on was born. Ron
O'Grady became coordinator of
this group, called ECPAT for
"End Child Prostitution in Asian
Tourism." ECPAT adopted a broken rose as its symbol. Like a rosebud, a child, once broken, cannot
flower into maturity.
The Problem
ECP AT chose to focus on the four
countries where the problem is at
its worst : Thailand, the Philippines, Sri Lanka, and Taiwan. In

his 1992 book, The Child and the
Tourist, O'Grady reports that the
most reliable statistics are 200,000
child prostitutes in Thailand;
100,000 in Taiwan; 42,000 in the
Philippines; and 10,000 to 20,000
in Sri Lanka. Boys and girls under
the age of 16 are involved. Some
are even preteens. In human
terms, though, the statistics don't
matter. One child in prostitution
is too many.
The Abusers
Most of the customers are male
pedophiles, primarily from
Western countries. The pedophile
is usually a middle-aged professional man, often loved and trusted by the home community. His
obsessive desire targets a child of
a particular age and sex. Once the
child is past the preferred age, the
pedophile moves on to the next
victim. Most prefer boys, but girls
can also be their victims.
Pedophilia is universally classified by the psychiatric community
as an abnormal obsession.
O'Grady believes that pedophiles'
sexual development is impeded at
a certain age and that they do not
progress through the normal
stages of developing sexuality.
Likewise, the pedophile stops the
sexual development of the victim.
The traditional view is that
pedophiles were sexually abused
as children . Regardless of its
cause, pedophilia is morally outrageous because a child cannot
consent to the sexual act.
Pedophiles know that their
activities are not acceptable, so
they have organized secret societies that sponsor tours to countries where they can easily
indulge their obsession. Such a
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society bribes local police forces,
provides information on safe
houses, tells members what to do
if there is a raid, and pays off law
enforcement officials and families
in the event of arrest.
Besides pedophiles, the other
partners in this crime against children are tourists-Westerners and
Asians alike-who have left their
morals and inhibitions at home.
Business travelers can have a sex
orgy for very little money, and no
one back home will ever know.
Pornographers who film children
engaging in sex also know Asian
red-light districts as the source of
the cheapest child actors.
How Justice Miscarries
In Asia, there are few laws
enabling prosecution of foreigners
for the most heinous of crimes
against children. In the rare event
of a conviction, bribery makes
prison life easy. For instance,
Ritter's cell had a color TV and a
fan. He even bribed his guard to
let him take a young boy who
swept the prison to a local hotel
for an afternoon!
In a monstrous miscarriage of
justice, Ritter was acquitted by the
Supreme Court of the Philippines
after serving only two years. The
main contention was Rosario's
age. The Philippines' revised
penal code says that rape is committed only if the woman is under
12 years of age-and Rosario was
believed to be 12.
But inadequate laws and corrupt officials are only part of the
problem.
Economic Genocide
To a Third World country,
tourism is often seen as economic
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Inquirer asked: " ... How many

salvation. It is to the government's
advantage to encourage prostitution, leave lax Jaws on the books,
and turn a blind eye to cases that
could be prosecuted. When
offenders are caught, it is easier to
fine them, deport them, and let
the matter drop.
Simple supply-and-demand
economics is at work. Developing
countries have a large supply of
children who cannot be supported
by their parents. Tourists who can
a fford to pay for sex create the
demand.
Extreme poverty tempts even
good parents into parting with
their children. Some procurers use
elaborate ruses . They promi se
parents an education for the child
o r a great job in the city-two
things that poverty-stricken parents cannot provide. Other parents or guardians find it easy to
settle for money or even a TV set.
Th e procurers who get rural
children by hook or crook and sell
them to pimps and madams in the
cities operate with littl e ri sk .
Bro thel owners know tha t their
customers will pay top dollar for a
healthy child . Customers mistaken ly believ e these children are
free of the AIDS viru s. In reality,
the da mage done by adult sex is
more likely to break the delicate
membranes of a child and permit
th e vi ru s to ente r the child's
bl ood st ream . Mos t cu s tomers
wo n 't wea r co n do m s . AIDS is
now becom ing epidemic in Asia,
p a r ticu la rl y in the co untrie s
where child prosti tution is rising.
Whe the r they die fr om AIDS,
other sexuall y tra ns m itted di seas es, o r sadi s tic acts, a whole
generatio n of ch ildren may soon
be lost. The Phil ippine Daily

Rosarios will it take for us to realize that for each boy or girl who
gets sucked into the sex trade,
who perishes at the hands of the
perverts, we allow an important
piece of ourselves to be destroyed
as well? ...Rosario died as she had
li v ed. Ignored . Uncared for.
Traded like any other commodity.
The victim of a society that has
become as spiritually impoverished as it is materially poor."
The Search for Solutions
In his book, O'Grady says that
some new politicians coming to
power are horrified by child prosti tu ti on and recognize the link
with AIDS. To end the exploitation, leaders must fight for
change. New laws to enable the
prosecution of foreigners must be
enacted. And corrupt law enforcement officials must go.
Pilot educational programs that
teach communal and social values
have been very effective in discouraging children from seeking
to become prostitutes and parents
from selling their children .
Consequently, social workers and
religiou s leaders are developing
and implementing these programs in Thailand and the
Philippines.
But the vacuum of values must
be addressed in those who
demand child prostitution as well.
Child prostitution must be seen as
a crime against humanity. An
international agreement on this
point would make it possible for a
criminal to be tried at home for a
sex crime committed abroad . At
present, it is not possible to prosecute a U.S. citizen who sexually
exploits a child in another country. However, the United Nations
Convention on the Rights of the
Child provides for this. (See box.)
Enough countries ha ve ratified
this Convention to give it legal
force. But its full potency will be
realized only when all the countries involved in both the supply
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of and the demand for child prostitutes have signed .
May Rosario and her lost brothers and sisters serve as prophetic
reminders of the spiritual impoverishment of both West and East.
Then the end of ECPAT's slogan
will be true: "From the soil, new
flowers are nurtured." 0

Elizabeth Haak is afreelance writer
and editor living in New York City.
She is a member of the Missional
Concerns Commission of Christ
Church United Methodist.

What You Can Do To
Help End Child
Prostitution

At this writing, more than 300
agencies in 20 countries have
joined their efforts to ECPAT's.
U.S. citizens are urged to petition
Congress, asking that the United
States sign the UN Convention on
the Rights of the Child. The
Convention is legally binding on
those countries that sign it.
Participating nations agree to protect children from all forms of sexual exploitation and abuse,
including unlawful sexual activity
and pornographic performances.
ECP AT-USA can use both
financial and moral support. The
organization has sample letters
and excellent fact sheets. For more
information, contact: Dr. Anele
Heiges, Executive Secretary,
ECPAT-USA; 475 Riverside Drive,
Room 621, New York, New York
10015. Also see The Rights of the
Child, available from the National
Council of the Churches of Christ
in the USA at the address above,
Room670.
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GLOBAL GATHERING
More than 4,500 United Methodists from around
the world met in Indianapolis, Indiana, March 25-28,
for Global Gathering '93, a world's fair and festival of
Christian mission-planned, created, and hosted by
the General Board of Global Ministries under the
aegis of Associate General Secretary Rena Yocom.
The Global Gathering included Afro-Caribbean and
Latin American music, Bible studies, inspiring sermons, personal testimonies, and worship services for
communion, healing, and the commissioning of missionaries and deaconesses. All attending the commissioning service received anchor cross necklaces
symbolic of being sent into mission.
Diedra Kriewald was Director of Liturgy at the
Global Gathering. Heather Murray Elkins led the
morning Bible studies. Pablo Sosa, a Methodist pastor from Argentina, led the singing, and Ernesto
Cardoso of Brazil led worship at the Prayer Tent in
the Global Village.
Plenary sessions featured prominent speakers
from around the world. Joycelyn Elders, President
Clinton's nominee for U.S. surgeon general, affirmed
that every U.S. citizen has a right to health care. (See
New World Outlook, March-April 1993.)
Zan Holmes, pastor of St. Luke's Community
United Methodist Church in Dallas, Texas, called
forth shouts of "Amen!" when he compared the
church's plight with that of the disciples who failed
to learn "the lesson of the loaves" in the biblical
account of Jesus' feeding of the 5,000. "The good
news of the Gospel is that Jesus didn't give them an
F," he said. "He gave them an 'incomplete.' Aren't
you glad Jesus isn't finished with us yet?"
Mvume Dandala, pastor of Central Methodist
Mission in Johannesburg, South Africa, advised
United Methodists to avoid using financial generosity as a replacement for encounters with the poor.
Referring to the biblical account in Acts of the
encounter of Jesus' disciples Peter and John with a
crippled beggar at the gate, Dandala said that while
most passers-by "would drop a few pieces of silver
and go on their way, nobody asked the beggar about
his family, his hopes, and his dreams."
Pauline Webb, British Methodist laywoman and
former organizer of religious broadcasting for the
BBC, recalled that requests for healing often interrupted Jesus' schedule. "It is so often in the interruption of our days that God comes to us," she said. "It
is in people's needs that disturb us and our plans
that God reaches us."
Bishop Paulo Ayres Mattos of Brazil condemned
the market economy, which he said had become a
new religion, with gods of consumption and greed" a world system that demands and requires sacrifice
of those who are not able to worship these gods."

This theme was also sounded by Roger Wilkins, a Pulitzer
Prize-winning journalist and historian, who said that, instead of
a "new world order," people need to create a "new spiritual
order." He added that "the social deficit is just as dangerous to
our future ... as the fiscal deficit," pointing out that "it is almost a
secret in America that the adult Black male unemployment rate
has not been below 10 percent since the 1970s."
Joan Brown Campbell, general secretary of the National
Council of Churches of Christ in the U.S.A., defended President
Clinton's call for U.S. citizens to sacrifice for the common good.
The President "was right to call us away from living well at the
expense of others," she said. Lee Tai-Young, a Ko rean
Methodist, noted that "it's not an easy matter to wipe away a
person's tears" but added that changing society was even harder.
The Global Village, created by Roger Sadler, Edward
Moultrie, and their team from the Mission Education and
Cultivation Program Department, was a great hit. It filled most
of two spacious exhibit halls at the Indiana Convention Center.
The most popular area was a simulated tropical rain forest. In an
adjacent hall was a carpeted village green lined with flags of all
nations and dotted with umbrella-topped tables. In another
area, a prayer tent designed by Susan Thomas was filled with
crosses and Christian symbols from a variety of cultures. A halfbuilt chapel complete with stained-glass windows and pews
advertised the work of Volunteers in Mission. At the entrance to
the village, souvenir hunters could buy Global Gathering pins
and T-shirts from the Service Center. And New World Outlook
gained many new subscribers . A full account of Globa l
Gathering '93 will be in the July-August issue.
BMCR CELEBRATES ANNIVERSARY
Black Methodists for Church Renewal (BMCR) celebrated its
25th anniversary March 17-20 in Nashville, Tennessee. The gathering of 700 Black United Methodist ministers and laypersons
marked nearly a generation of social witness and struggle for
racial equality. For the first time in BMCR history, a clergywoman, the Rev. Tallulah Fisher Williams, was elected chairperson. Coinciding with her election was the adoption of a
resolution calling for increased, churchwide support for Black
clergywomen. The Rev. Joseph Lowery of Atlanta urged Black
people in positions of power to remember the needs of other
Black people. "There's no point in having color (in government
and church leadership)," he said, "if you're not going to have
character. Black people didn't die on the road from Selma to
Montgomery to change the color of government (but) ... to
change the character of a nation."
DEATHS Edna May Rhodes, a retired deaconess with 38
years of service, died on February 3, 1993...Madeleine S. Parlin, a
retired missionary with 19 years of service in China, died on
February 7, 1993, at the age of 98 .. .Mary Gertrude Searcy, a
retired missionary with 38 years of service in Ja pan, died on
February 18, 1993... Norene Robken, a retired missionary with 21
years of service in Zaire, died on March 10, 1993 ... Mary Louisa
Lane, a retired missionary with 16 years of service in India, died
on April 1, 1993, at the age of 97. 0
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How can we best get a meaningful
grasp of the Gospel according to
Matthew? Scholars today tend to
respond by insisting that we read
it in relation to the Gospels of
Mark and Luke. When we do that,
several features emerge.
The first of these is the high
probability that Matthew was
written after Mark and used
Mark as its

John the Sap

The actor who plays

main narrative source. Since Mark has
no claim to be an eyewitness to
the story of Jesus, Matthew's
dependence on Mark helps us to
see that Matthew was written by
someone who was also not an eyewitness. The perspective of
Matthew is that of an anonymous
Christian of the second or third
generation.
Another feature is revealed
from a comparison of Matthew
and Mark. Mark has a simple twopa rt structure. The first half
describes the wonders (miracles)
that Jesus performed. The second
half is the passion story . For
Mark, the most important part of
the story of Jesus is his crucifixion.
Mark is a cross-centered Gospel
(Mark 10:45). In this view, Jesus
came to die for us .
When Matthew retells the
story, he follows Mark's two-part
structure but superimposes on it
another outline. Matthew's special
structure reveals a different

understanding of the importance
of Jesus. Matthew inserts into
Mark's narrative five collections
of Jesus' sayings or teachings.
Each of these collections is united
by special theme. It would seem
that the anonymous author of
Matthew wanted to

a

d s (as 11ere).
tist also plays Ju a

emphasize the role
of Jesus as a teacher to be obeyed.
The largest collection of teachings and the most important one
comprises chapters 5, 6, and 7 (the
"Sermon on the Mount"). These
teachings make it plain that our
salvation is dependent on our
righteousness. The other collections are in Chapters 10, 13, 18,
and 24-25. Each one closes with a
literary formula that makes a transition back to Mark's narrative
(see 7:28, 11:1, 13:53, 19:1, and
26:1).
Why does Matthew adopt this
structure? One plausible guess
agrees with several other features
of Matthew . Structuring five
teaching sections suggests a relation to the five books of Moses
(Genesis through Deuteronomy).
Matthew sees Jesus as a Moseslike
teacher of God's requirements for
salvation. That may explain why
the first collection is placed in a
mountain setting (Matthew 5:1;
compare Luke 6:17).
Several parts of the infancy narrative in Matthew also serve to
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remind the reader of Moses. As
Moses escaped from Pharaoh's
massacre of the Hebrew boy
babies in Egypt, so Jesus escaped
from Herod's massacre of the boy
babies of Bethlehem. Matthew
also recalled a verse from the
prophet Hosea that referred to the
Hebrew exodus from Egypt under
Moses (Hosea 11:1). He reinterpreted it to refer to Jesus' return
from Egypt after Herod's death
(Matthew 2:15). Perhaps stronger
than all these other links to Moses,
however, is the concept of Jesus as
the one we must listen to and
obey (Matthew 7:24-27; compare
Deuteronomy 6:1-3; 12:1; 30:15-20).
That these five collections of
teachings in Matthew are actually
collections arranged by the
unknown author is indicated by
comparing Matthew with Luke.
Both of these Gospel writers had
access to many teachings of Jesus
that are not found in Mark. One of
the reasons why Matthew and
Luke were written was to include
the teachings omitted in Mark.
That is the main reason why
Matthew, for instance, is almost
twice as long as Mark.
Many of these added teachings
are found in both Matthew and
Luke. Yet sometimes the wording
is quite different even when the
teaching is the same (compare
Matthew 7:24-27 with Luke 6:4749). At other times, the wording is
identical (compare the saying of
John the Baptizer in Matthew 3:710 with Luke 3:7-9). Scholars conclude that Matthew and Luke
must have had access to a written
collection of Jesus' teachings. The
Gospels of Matthew and Luke
combine Mark's narrative with
teachings from this other "source"
(called "Q," from the German
word for source, Quelle).
It is very instructive to note
carefully how Matthew and Luke
combine their two main sources
(Mark and "Q"). We find that the
sayings grouped together in
Matthew into five teaching blocks
are often found in Luke also-but
not grouped into five sections. For
example, many of the teachings in
Matthew 5:1-20 are found in Luke
in very different settings.
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Compare Matthew 5:3-12 with
Luke 6:20-23; Matthew 5:15 with
Luke 8 :16; Matthew 5 :18 with
Luke 16:17. That is , sayings
brought together in Matthew are
found separated in Luke. That
seems to show that the au tho rs
exercised some editorial freedom
in how they added the sayings.
The effect in Matthew is to
emphasize the role of Jesus

sin and death. Through the cross,
we have been set free.
In Paul's thinking, the law of
Moses was not an eternal
covenant but a temporary one. It
was displaced by the new
covenant of faith in Christ. See
Galatians, especially 3:23-25.
This understanding has its
Gospel expression in Mark. The
Gospel of Mark is basically a passion story with a preface that establishes
the
divinity of the
crucified one.
We have
already seen
that one of the
reasons Mark
was rewritten
by the two
independent
writers
of
Matthew and
Luke was to
add important
teachings to the
ones found in
the
earlier
Gospel. Another
Tracey s ·
reason for this
ba
mgs to Jesus the son "
sed on the Book ofMattJzeJ, Day by Day." Godspell is
revision was a
more profound
one. Say what
you please about
as teacher of the will of God . His salvation by grace, there were
teachings do not replace the teach- many Christians still clinging to
ings of Moses but rather complete the more Jewish understanding
them (see Matthew 5:17). In a
that our salvation required our
sense Matthew's understanding of righteousness as its primary conthe meaning of Jesu s is heavily dition.
influenced by the Jewish backMatthew and Luke speak for
ground of Christianity.
these
more
conservative
Matthew's focus can be clari- Christians. They are both aware
fied by reflecting on this Gospel's that salvation by grace is easily
understandin g of salvation.
misunderstood in ways that lead
Written a generation or two after to a neglect of righteousness .
the pioneering work of the Matthew makes the needed corApostle Paul, the Gospel of rective. "Unless your righteousMatthew represents a later gener- ness exceeds that of the scribes
ation's resistance to Paul's preach- and Pharisees, you will never
ing of salvation by grace . For enter the kingdom of heaven"
Pa u l, o u r salvation is accom- (Matthew 5:20).
plished by God through the death
This tension between obedience
of Jesus on the cross. We receive and grace has continued through
o u r reconciliation to God as an all of Christian history. It is still an
unearned gift. Paul's writings are active topic in the churches today.
a rescue proclamation-necessari- Rather than force a choice
ly so because he believed that all
between the two, the church has
hu mans were in a helpless condi- recognized the values of each and
tion of bondage to the powers of kept them in a paradoxical ten-
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sion. The final truth may be quite
beyond our understanding.
Meanwhile, we can draw strength
and help from both viewpoints.
Perhaps the best we can do is to
keep a balance between them ·and
always strengthen the opposite of
what is too strong.
There are several other features
of Matthew that deserve special
study but are beyond the scope of
this article. One of these is the
way in which Matthew abandons
the "Messianic Secret" theme of
Mark and yet preserves the narratives that express it. Matthew preserves it in some passages but
denies it in others, especially in
Matthew 14:33. Matthew also preserves the key salvation verse of
Mark (Mark 10:45; see Matthew
20:28) though Matthew's teaching
about salvation is not centered on
the cross but on obedience.
Another feature for further
study is the systematic way
Matthew changes Mark's portrayal of the disciples. In Mark, the
disciples never really grasp the
full significance of Jesus, but in
Matthew they do. Compare Mark
6:45-52 with Matthew 14:22-33.
Matthew and Luke were also
concerned to "correct" another
fault they found with Mark. Mark
considered the baptism of Jesus as
the beginning of the Gospel message. Matthew and Luke, in quite
independent ways, wanted to
begin the Gospel with the birth of
Jesus, not with his baptism. They
therefore preface Mark's story
with an infancy narrative. For
Mark, Jesus was Lord from his
baptism. For Matthew and Luke,
Jesus was Lord from his birth.
This represents mature reflection
on the meaning of Jesus-a postresurrection faith that is put into
story form to introduce the
mighty Gospel message. 0

Dr. Lindsey P. Pherigo is Emeritus
Professor of New Testament and
Early Church History at Saint Paul
School of Theology. The author of
many books, he is a retired member of
the Florida Conference of The United
Methodist Church.
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Mission education is more than
just a once-in-a-while activity or
event. Mission education is a vital
understanding of what the church
is all about! As such, it can be
planned for throughout the life of
the congregation, week by week.
Here is an annotated list of
some local-church settings and
ways to use them for mission education. Show a video such as
Mission Magazine, invite a mission
speaker, or plan a presentation
around New World Outlook.
Administrative Counciladdress the importance of a local
church's being in mission and of
its World Service giving; applaud
its mission participation.
Annual Conference-tell how
the annual conference is crucial to
the church's worldwide ministry;
explain how the conference can
support mission work.
Breakfasts/I uncheons/coff ee
hours/teas--share mission stories;
stress the importance of mission;
respond to questions, concerns.
Children's sermons-tell a
mission story; explain how children's lives are alike and different
in various regions or countries.
Choir rehearsal-teach mission
songs from a region or country.
Church retreat-give meditations with a mission emphasis;
lead a mission study; plan the
church's mission involvement.

Conference Board of Global
Ministries-stress the important
role conferences play in supporting missionaries, deaconesses,
and Advance projects.
Confirmation classes-share
ways youth can be involved in
mission now and can prepare for
future mission service as US-2s or
as summer or mission interns.
Council on Ministries-undergird the mission programs the
church is supporting; stress the
need for a church to sponsor its
own mission-outreach program.
Education work area-highlight the need for educational
experiences in mission for all age
levels; emphasize the importance
of having mission studies, using
the United Methodist Children's
Fund for Christian Mission packet
and other ecumenical materials.
Mission work area-address
the importance of mission in the
life of the church; lift up Special
Sundays, World Service, and the
General Advance.

Summer camp-present a mission study; give mission-based
talks; challenge people to hear the
call to mission service.
Sunday school classesexplain what mission is and why
it is important; do critical thinking
about complex issues.
Sunday worship-give the sermon or provide mission minutes;
speak about the work of the
General Board of Global
Ministries; explain the theological
basis for mission.
United Methodist Menencourage participation in mission study, giving, and service
(such as work teams); express
appreciation for service already
given; encourage reading and
writing about men in mission in
New World Outlook.
United Methodist Womenthank the unit for the work supported by their giving through the
Pledge to Mission ; encourage
reading and writing about mis sion in New World Outlook and

Response.
Potluck dinners-be or provide the keynote speaker, sharing
stories and experiences in mission; explain ways in which people can be involved.

Vacation Bible School-add a
miss ion emphasis to the school
theme; present a mission study.

School of Christian Missionteach one of the mission-study
themes; provide opportunities for
people to meet face to face with
mission personnel.

Youth Fellowship/Rall i esexplain how youth ca n h elp in
and be helped by mi ss io n o u treach; challenge youth to consider
mission vocations and urge them
to prepare for mission serv ice.
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VIEWPOINT

A Bomb in Gotham
Just two short days after Ash
Wednesday, on February 26, terror struck the twin towers of the
World Trade Center in New York
City. A lunch-hour blast-which
later proved to be the work of a
mad bomber or bombers-sent
shock waves throughout the two
110-story buildings . It created a
200- by 100-foot crater in the
underground parking area where
the bomb was detonated, killing
six people, injuring more than a
thousand, and forcing the evacuation of tens of thousands trapped
in the smoke-filled rooms, offices,
and stairwells . As the faces of
stunned and dazed survivors,
covered with a residue of black
soot, appeared on national television screens, the Ash Wednesday
message was given stark repetition: "Remember that you are dust,
and to dust you shall return."
But very soon a quite different
message was heard--one of retribution and revenge rather than
repentance and renewal of faith.
As the first bombing suspects
were apprehended, specific
details concerning the alleged
ind ividuals involved were buried
beneath the larger perception that
the World Trade Center disaster
was the work of Arab Muslim
fundamentalist terrorists.
Muslim mosques in the United
States were stoned and desecrated, and Arab Americans in genera l braced themselves for yet
another round of harassment and
ab use. The Persian Gulf war had
given rise to the last round of persecutions. Now, again, New York
City cab drivers found themselves
to be ready targets . An Arab
immigrant driver reported: "The
customers are yelling and cursing.
They even spit at me. Some got in
my cab, saw my name, and got
out." Another driver, an Egyptian,
said that he picked up a couple at
an airport and drove them to a
neigh borhood a significant distance away, with a fare of more
than $15. All the way, he heard

Dr. Randolph Nugent
them whispering about the
"Arab." At the end of the ride, the
couple tipped him only 25 cents.
"The way the customers talk,"the
driver said, "the eye contactthey call me 'terrorist' all the time.
I'm used to it. I take it."
Sam Husseini, Middle East
expert at Fairness and Accuracy
in Reporting (FAIR) and himself a
Christian, says: "The perception is
that all Arabs are Muslims, all
Muslims are fundamentalists, and
all fundamentalists are terrorists.
None of those links is correct."
We must make a clear distinction between faith-either
Christian or Muslim-and its misapplication and misappropriation
by religious fanatics. If specific
Muslim fundamentalists advocate
and enact violence in a misguided
application of the Islamic faith,
that is neither reason no r justification for us to resort to the same
kind of faith distortion and adopt
similar violent reactions.
The World Trade Center bombing presents a different kind of
faith challenge: a challenge and
promise not at all unlike that
which comes from interfaith dialogue . We are challenged to
probe, rediscover, and apply our
Christian faith at its deepest levels
of meaning and potential. Indeed,
the season of Lent was just the
right time for such faith probing.
In his initial throes of agony on

the Hill of the Skull, Jesus
responded in faith to the specific
acts of individual religious leaders
and Roman soldiers, saying:
"Father, forgive them, for they
know not what they do."
New York Governor Mario
Cuomo's perception of the World
Trade Center bombing was quite
different from other perceptions.
Focusing on the way the human
beings caught in the disaster
coped with it, he saw hope,
promise, and human solidarityqualities that combine to thwart
the terrorist tactics of zealots. In
the wake of terror, Governor
Cuomo wrote these words in the
New York Daily News:
" ...Something else, something
even more significant, was
demonstrated in the unforgettable
events at the World Trade Center:
55,000 people forced into a hell of
smoke and darkness and fear and
uncertainty responded with a miracle of bravery and intelligence
and calm. Fifty-five thousand peop Ie, of every race and culture,
mostly strangers to one another ... understood that they had to
depend on one another to survive .. .. Black, Hi spanic, Asian ,
White; men and women- together [they found] a way to control
an uncontrollable situation ....
"You should have seen the way
the world can work when people
forget pettiness and stupidity,
remember that they're brothers
and sisters, remember they have a
common objective, and work
together to survive and to save
one another .. ..
"I believe," the Governor concluded, "we also mu st dare to use
this strength to tackle the persistent problems of our lives together- and most of all to bani sh the
creeping demons that let us doubt
we can succeed as one people."
The Governor's perception is in
harmony with and sounds like the
mission message of the General
Board of Global Mini stries of The
United Methodist Church. 0
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Your Investment
in Mission
11

The
United
Methodist

WHO

DO YOU

SAY THAT

I AM?

11

Development
Fund

Helping to Build Churches
Form of N ote

Minimum Investment

Rate;'•

4yeartenn

$100

4.80 %

1 year term

$100

3.00%

Flexible

$100

2.50%
''Rates sub ject to change

The 1993-94 spiritual growth
mission study book on the
Gospel of Matthew also
includes a study guide of six
sessions. Questions for discussion and group activities are
provided.

Respond now by calling or writing for a copy of the Offering Circular:
The United Methodist Devdopment Fund, Room 320, 475 Riverside Drive, New
York, NY 10115.

To order Jesus in the Gospel of
Matthew: "Who Do You Say That 1
Am ?" (Eng. #1853, Span . #1851;

Telephone (212 ) 870-3856 or 1-800-862-8633.

$2.95), write lo:

Notes may be purchased for as little as $100. Available only to United Methodist
individuals, local churches1 clubs, organizations, boards or agencies. Be a part of
the growth of our church into the next century, while pursuing your own personal investment goals.

Service Center
7820 Reading Road, Caller No. 1800
Cincinnati, OH 45222-1800

The Fund's sol purpdse is to promote the mission of The United Methodist
Church by providing first mortgage loans to churches.

Add costs for postage and handling as follows:
$10 or less
add $1.50
$10.01-$25
add 15%
$25 .01-$50
add 10%
over $50
add 5%

This is not an off~r: of sale. All offerings are made only by the Offering Circular.
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WHAT ELSE CAN

I Do

ABOUT HUNGER?

Join UMCOR's partner, Bread for the World,
and put your faith into action!
You will receive : • Newsletters • Legislative updates • Citizen action guide
You will help create pol icies to benefit hungry and poor people .

9 Bread for the World
YES! I want to join Bread for the World and use my influence
as a citizen to chang e nati onal policies and help
hungry people.

(student$15}

0 Family - $35

Name _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _ _

O Please send me more information about fi ghting hunger
0 I would like to support the
World Hunger/Poverty Mission Emphasis
(Advance #982920-4)

0 Enclosed is my new membersh ip contribution :
0 Indivi dual - $25

UMCOR
O I would like to support Bread for the World
through the Advance (#982325-3)

~

Add ress - - - - - - - - - - - - - - City _ _ __ _ _ _ _ _ State _ Zip _ __
Eve phone
Day phone _ _ _ __

Return to UMCOR
475 Riverside Drive , Room 1374
New York, New York 10115

